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INTRODUCTION

This book provides names of c270 Grahams and c1180 of other surnames, ancestors and descendants (including partners and spouses) of a branch of the Graham family, from Penrith area, Cumbria, England, who settled at Eyre WA (“Eyre’s Sand Patch”) in 1877 and some lived near Narrogin from c1897. Names are not available for a further c160 children, listed in the family tree. Possibly an additional c400 persons are missing from the family tree, notably Burnett, Ryan and Annear. If you have any information to contribute, contact me by mail or email. Some details are provided of relations in USA and South Australia.
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Eyre (now a bird observatory) is located c1220 km ESE of Perth, c280km WSW of Eucla, c100km SW of Madura Roadhouse/Motel, c50km SE of Cocklebiddy Roadhouse/Motel.

Narrogin is located c180km SE of Perth.

Included in the book are persons who lived as family members with Grahams and Graham descendants, including partners and children from previous relationships.


Surnames have been listed before other names, to facilitate compilation of the index.

Despite extensive checking, this book will contain errors, including spelling errors, for which I apologize. It is based on data from many sources, including interviews with relations; books, newspapers, Internet. Much of the information was collected by telephone call and spelling of many names is uncertain. Marital status was sometimes not certain and surnames of some children not known. Unfortunately some surnames will be incorrect. Peoples memories can be incomplete. Sources, written and verbal can vary.

Greg Heberle
Son of Pauline Graham and Ron Heberle.
Postal address:
95 Moyup Way, South Yunderup WA 6208
Email: gregheberle@hotmail.com OR greghebe@tpg.com.au
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Photos were provided by Alan Crowe, Anne Brown, Betty Graham, Bill & Margaret Bowden, Bruce Graham, Carol Gifford Moore, Chantelle Stubna, Daisy Farrell, Danny Graham, Darrell Graham, Don Graham, Dorothy Warman, Fred & Lea Vestergaard, Gary & Tania Biglin, Graham & Margaret Bowden, Jeffrey & Sharmaine Graham, Jill Farrant, Jo-Anne & Steve Riley, John Crowe, John & Lurlene Graham, Kathleen & Bob Rigg, Len Biglin, Lynn Graham, Marcellene Davis, Margot & Cedric Du Boulay, Melissa Adamson, Merle & Ray Tyers, Michelle Blackburn, Mitzi Hesper, Myrna & Ron Biffin, Nola Rattray, Pauline Heberle, Peter Crowe, Rae White, Roland Farrant, Rosemary Stevens, Russell & Debra Graham, Stacey Reynolds, Stuart & Mary Graham, Therma Hosford, Vaughan Graham, Verna Harding, Wendy Stewart.

ABBREVIATIONS USED


ORIGIN OF THE NAME

There are a number of opinions as to the origin of the surname Graham.

- Graham may be derived from an English place name “graegham” which meant either "gravelly homestead" or "grey home."
- Graham could derived from the Anglo Saxon grim; Dutch, grim; German, grimm; Welsh, grem; Gaelic, gruaim; surly, sullen, dark, having a fierce and stern look, courageous.
- Some Graham may be descended from a Graeme, who lived in Roman times, c100 AD.
- Some Graham may be descendents of a Graeme/Gramus who lived in c400 AD.
- Graham were found in both England and Scotland, but were associated mainly with the region between Cumberland and Dumfrieshire. During the border raids of Tudor times, the Graham were a troublesome family. Following the union of England and Scotland in the 1600s many troublesome border country Graham were transported to Ireland and were forbidden to return.
William de Grantham (probably born in Normandy) was the youngest son of William de Tancarville of Danish descent, and Matilda d’Arques, direct descendant of the Anglo-Saxon and Danish kings. The father was a baron of Normandy, and went to England with William the Conqueror in 1066, and for his services received a barony in Lincolnshire called Grantham. He also had properties in Normandy. From this family, descended the Marquis of Montrose (Lowry, 2000).

William de Grantham became business manager for his father at the Barony of Grantham in Lincolnshire, England. His name was soon shortened to William de Graham (sometimes written Graeme). He settled in Scotland in the 1120s and obtained Abercom and Dalkeith.

Graham was sometimes spelt Grahame.

NUMBERS OF GRAHAM
Graham is a common surname in the English-speaking world. The following is based on Google Internet searches.

- In England and Wales it was the 101st most common surname in c1990.
- In Scotland it was the 30th most common surname in c1990.
- In Ireland it was the 82nd most common surname in 1890.
- In USA it was the 104th most common surname in 1990, with c204,000 USA Graham.

Graham is less common in mainland Europe.

- In France, it was the c35,500th most common surname in c2005, with c300 persons.
- In Germany, it was the c15,150th most common surname in c2005, with c500 persons.

Graham is a common name in West Australia. A quick check of the Perth 2005/06 telephone directory, suggested that Graham was the 82nd most common surname and that there were some 480 distinct Graham telephone numbers in Perth. Other WA directories contained some 100 Graham, in the remainder of the State. The State electoral roll contained some 1360 Graham (18 years +) in June 2004. There were probably at least 2000 persons using the surname Graham in WA as at 1.1.2007, of which c9% = 180 belong to this branch.

The 2006/07 telephone directory for Adelaide has c300 Graham telephone numbers. SA country directories contain a further 100 Graham telephone numbers. Probably at least 1300 Graham lived in SA as at 1.1.2007. Possibly 5% = 60 belong to this branch.

Graham are known to have lived in Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Belize, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, El Salvador, France, Germany, Iceland, India, Ireland, Luxembourg, Malta, Mauritius, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Peru, Poland, Portugal, St Helena, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, USA, Uruguay, Venezuela, West Indies, Zaire.
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It seems likely that there were at least 400,000 persons using the surname Graham in the world as at 1.1.2007.

**SUB BRANCHES of PENRITH BRANCH IN WA**
This book follows the order persons listed down the family tree (generations), within each sub branch. William Le Fevre Graham sub branch is listed first because it was the first branch for which a family tree was drawn up. William Le Fevre Graham was the 7th child of 11.

Families descendant from Generation 6, the children of William Graham (b 1842) and Emily Trott, are as follows, including adoptees and children of partners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Marriage Partner</th>
<th>Surname</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann Elizabeth Graham (b 1863) m George Philip Stevens</td>
<td>Armitage, Biglin, Bull, Clark, Forster, Gifford Moore, Hesper, Huston, Jacobson, Kai, Kirk, Lee, Meek, Mell, Murray, Stevens, Stubna, Taylor, Toovey, Williams, Wooltorton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Kadina Graham (b 1864) m John Farrant</td>
<td>Bahremand-Aghdesi, Bassett, Browne, Buttress, Clark, Collins, Counsel, Crowe, Edwards, Farrant, Gillam, Gors, Gregson, Grimm, Hearne, Homer, Morganti, Noakes, Rigg, Taylor, Tyers, Viviani, Walker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Oakley Graham (b 1866) m Michael Ryan</td>
<td>Ryan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Matilda Graham (b 1868) m Charles Annear</td>
<td>Annear, Stokeall, Zdanowicz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive Mabel Longmire Graham (b 1870 d 1875)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Charles Eucla Graham (b 1879)

Edmund Eyre Graham (b 1882) m Mary Emma Cowcher (nee Hancock)

Chitty, Coroneos, Cowcher, Harding

Jesse Juanita Graham (b 1883) m John Burnett

Birch, Burnett

George Gordon Graham (b 1887) m Erna Ernestine Hancock, m Mary Florence Lewis

Alpizaar, Biffin, Cavanah, Falconer, Graham, Higham, Hosford, Humphris, Hurst, Kavanah, Lanson, Lewis, Lunn, Magafas, Mann, Murphy, Niezychowski, Robinson, Rossow, Scanlon, Taylor, Vallve, Vulfiuss, Wait, Walwork, Winterton, Woods

ANNUAL GRAHAM REUNION WA

William (Bill) Theodor Graham, paid for family tree research in United Kingdom and drew up the original family tree. An updated version of the family tree is displayed at the annual Graham family reunions at Perry Lakes. The first reunion was inspired by Lynette Graham and Doris Graham and held c1985. Initially, only members of the William Le Fevre Graham sub branch attended. Members of other sub branches have attended. It is held on the first Sunday of December, in the NW section of Perry Lakes, typically from about 1100 to 1600 hours. From Oceanic Drive, Floreat suburb, turn S on Perry Lakes Drive. After 300m, take first turn left and 2nd turn right (at hockey club rooms & toilets). Graham relations typically gather on the grass on the left, c200m down this road. Bring chairs.

RELATIONS IN ENGLAND

This branch of Graham came from the Penrith area in Cumbria/Cumberland county in England. At the time of the 1841 census there were c75 Graham recorded in Penrith. The sons of John Graham (b 1781 Greystoke, 6km W of Penrith) and Jane Proud (b 1783 Knarsdale d 1832 Penrith) had left Penrith by 1841, but John Graham (who migrated to Australia) and family was in Newcastle on Tyne. Graham were recorded in Penrith in the 1841, 1851, 1861, 1871, 1881, 1891 and 1901 censuses, which are available on the Ancestry.com Internet site. Possibly c200 Graham live in Penrith in 2007 (there are 55 in the telephone directory). Penrith had a population of 6500 in 1841, 9200 in 1901 and 14700 in 2001.

Other Graham from the Penrith area came to Australia. William Graham (b 1830) and 2 brothers were poaching near Penrith in 1856 when involved in a fracas with a gamekeeper, who died. He was sentenced to transportation as a convict and arrived in Fremantle WA in 1858 (Erickson & O'Mara, 1994). He was given ticket of leave in 1861 and worked as a lime burner near Fremantle and then kangaroo hunter and small farmer near Dandaragan. He died near Dandaragan in 1891.

RELATIONS IN UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

John Graham (b 1809 Penrith) migrated to South Australia c1845, possibly via New Zealand. According to USA relatives, he apparently lived in USA for a period, c1842-. His brothers George (b 1804 Penrith), Arthur (b 1811 Penrith), William (b 1817 Penrith) and Edward (b 1819 Penrith), Thomas (b 1824 Penrith) and sister Ann (b 1820 Penrith) all migrated to USA, c1832-40. Descendants were in California 1930 (Los Angeles), Colorado 1914-20 (Colorado Springs, Delta City, Eaton, Paonia), Iowa 1862-1932 (Beaver, Des Moines, Fairmont, Jasper, Keokuk, Mitchellville, Prairie City), Idaho 1901 (Payette), Kansas 1928-30 (Dodge City), Minnesota 1930 (St Paul), Missouri 1889-1930 (Burris Fork, Dickerson, Highland, High Point, Round Grove, St Louis, Tuscumbia, Warren), Oregon 1885-2007 (Baker City, Bay City, Brogan, La Grande, Lakeview, Lebanon, Molalla, Portland, Redmond, Scappoose, Tillamook, Vale), Pennsylvania 1830-1891 (Bellefonte, Girard, Snow Shoe, Spring, Lewistown), Washington 1949-1984 (Spokane, Toppenish, Vancouver, Walla Walla). They would have lived in numerous other places, as the family tree is far from complete, particularly for since 1930.

Family trees for USA Graham from Penrith are on the Internet at:
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~gregheberle/Excel/otherft/Grahamf-USA.xls
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~gregheberle/AdobePDF/otherft/Grahamft-USA.pdf

George Graham b 1804 Penrith, who migrated to USA. Brother of John Graham b 1809 Penrith, who migrated to Australia. Photo from Marcellene Graham Davis.
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RELATIONS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

William Graham (b 1842 Newcastle on Tyne) arrived in West Australia in 1877, from South Australia. His brother Richard John Graham (b 1839 Penrith d 1907 Adelaide) stayed in South Australia. Richard had at least 9 sons and 5 daughters 1865-1892. At least 5 sons married (Cobiac, 2001).

- Julius Graham m Frances Hartley 1899. Children: 2 boys, 4 girls b 1902-14.
- Charles Graham m Lavinia Crocker 1899. No children b SA to 1937?
- Edward Graham m Victoria Reese 1912. Children: 1 girl b 1913.

At least 4 daughters married.

- Florence Graham (b 1871) m Alfred Macklin. Children: 5 b 1888-1897.
- Hannah Graham m M Chewton.

GENERATION 1

These are the first ancestors I have data for. Our Graham ancestry probably goes back hundreds of years before this.

Graham, William b c1720, m …, Ruth b c1722. Child: Thomas b 1753. Lived in Penrith area.

GENERATION 2


GENERATION 3

Graham, William b 14.10.1779 Greystoke.


Graham, Ruth b 31.8.1783 Greystoke.

Graham, Jane b 7.9.1785 Greystoke.

Graham, Thomas b 30.3.1788 Greystoke.

Graham, Wilson b 17.3.1791 Greystoke.
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**GENERATION 4**

**FAMILY OF JOHN and JANE (nee Proud) GRAHAM**


**Graham, George** b 24.11.1804 Carlisle, England. Arrived USA 1832.


**Graham, Arthur** b 6.10.1811 Penrith area. Arrived USA 1836, d USA.

**Graham, William** b 22.5.1817 Penrith area. Arrived USA 1837 d 1900 USA.

**Graham, Edward** b 26.7.1819 Penrith, England. Arrived USA 1839, d 1891 USA.

**Graham, Ann** b 18.5.1820. Arrived USA c1840.

**Graham, Thomas** b 17.1.1824. Arrived USA 1839.

**GENERATION 5**

**FAMILY of JOHN and ELIZABETH (nee Longmire) GRAHAM**


**Graham, William** b 28.3.1842 Newcastle on Tyne, England, d 4.8.1912 Narrogin, m **Trott, Emily** 10.10.1862 Adelaide. Emily b 2.7.1841 Adelaide d 25.5.1916 Narrogin. Agent Kadina 1866-73. School master Green Plains, near Kadina 1875-76. Telegraph clerk Kadina 1876. Arrived in WA from SA 1877. Arrived at Eyre in April 1877. Wife and family did not arrive until some 9 months later. Worked on construction of the telegraph line, with a gang, including convicts. Telegraph Master Eyre WA 17.7.1877-1903. William Graham was known as “Iron-Man Graham”. He is reputed to have ridden a bicycle along the over land telegraph track from Israelite Bay to Eyre, a distance of about 320 km through sand and scrub and to have regularly visited supply ships riding at anchor and then swum a kilometre or so back to shore. A ship arrived about every 3 months and anchored about a kilometre off shore. Everything was ferried ashore by rowboat and carried about 600m over the sand dunes to the house. If the ship was late, it was too bad and they had to do without. Evidently they ran out of supplies one Christmas and dined on kangaroo and crow. William bred and raced horses. His family were fluent in the language of the Mirning, the local Aboriginal group and some of the family spoke other...
Aboriginal languages. William was appointed Protector of Aboriginals, under the relevant legislation. He later purchased Madura station and the children helped in construction of the homestead.

Edward John Eyre and his expedition passed within 20 km of present day Caiguna, in 1841. On 29 April 1841 John Baxter was murdered (allegedly) by 2 South Australian Aboriginal members of the expedition. Nearly 40 years later, William Graham organised a search party to discover Baxter’s remains. They found the remains and sent the bones to Perth. According to Slee & Shaw (1979), Baxter’s remains were forwarded to Eyre, then Governor of Jamaica. The spot was later marked by a cairn. Eyre’s expedition was forced to recuperate at “Eyre’s Sandpatch”, site of the present day Eyre Bird Observatory. At the time they were suffering from starvation, and were low on water. Luckily they found water at a depth of over 2 m. Eyre’s party then camped at the “Sandpatch” for 29 days.

By 1877 Australia’s Telegraph network had been constructed, and Eyre’s Sandpatch was renamed Eyre Telegraph Station. At the time Eyre Telegraph Station was a major repeater link in a chain of stations that connected Sydney to Perth. Eyre Telegraph Station continued to operate until 1927. The site was then abandoned for about 50 years. The Eyre Telegraph Station was restored in c1979 by Birds Australia and the Post Office Historical Society. The original corrugated iron buildings were built c1877. In 1897 the new stone buildings were erected 250m away, along the back of a sand dune.

At least 4 of William’s daughters married telegraph men, including George Stevens, Telegraph Master at Eucla 1886-1895, who married Anne; Michael Ryan, who succeeded Stevens, married Clara; telegraphist John Farrant married Emily and Eliza married telegraphist Charles Annear.

William and Emily farmed at Torbling, accessible via Williams Rd, located 4km west of Narrogin turning south into Cooraminning Rd and at about 1.5km south. A cairn is at the one time entrance to Torbling, there is no building there now. He established an orchard there c1903. One of those responsible for having the old Anglican church built in Narrogin. Rector’s warden for some years. William was a farmer near Narrogin 1903-12, with wife Emily. Son William LF settled in Narrogin in 1897. William senior’s 3 youngest children (Edmund E, Jessie J and George G) are thought to have moved to Narrogin c1903. The older daughters had married by then and left the family home at Eyre before 1903. Sons Charles E and John W are thought to have stayed in the Eyre-Norseman area.

William and Emily’s children: Anne E b 1863, Emily K b 1864, Clara O b 1866, Elizabeth M b 1868, Olive M b 1870, John W b 1873, William LF b 1876, Charles E b1879, Edmund E b 1882, Jessie J b 1883, George G b 1887.

Aboriginal people sometimes adopted the surname of their employer. Graham, Jimmy from South Australia adopted the name after being treated with kindness by the Eyre Grahams (Gifford, 2002). It is not known if he has descendants.
GENERATION 6
FAMILY of RICHARD JOHN and HANNAH SELINA (nee Brooks) GRAHAM


Graham, Henry John b 7.9.1866 Wallaroo SA d 28.8.1914 Broken Hill NSW.


Graham, Charles William b 1873, d 29.11.1943 SA, m Crocker, Lavinia Edith 11.11.1899 Adelaide. Worked for Adelaide Advertiser newspaper, lived at 95 Frederick St, Unley SA.

Graham, Arthur b c1877 Adelaide.


Graham, Leslie Norman b 11.7.1884 Adelaide.

Graham, Herbert b 10.10.1885 Adelaide. Lived in Scott St, Parkside in 1929.

Graham, Hannah b c1887, m Chewton, M.


FAMILY of WILLIAM and EMILY (nee Trott) GRAHAM

Graham, Ann Elizabeth b 8.6.1863 Kadina SA d 16.9.1938 Perth (Claremont). Educated Hardwick College, Adelaide. Married Stevens, George Philip 23.12.1884. He b 24.6.1861 Keynsham, England, d 20.11.1941 Perth (Claremont). George was educated in Toodyay, where his family arrived in 1868. George entered telegraph service in 1874, at age 13 in Toodyay. After 3 years, he was transferred to Esperance, as Assistant-Telegraphist. In 1878 he was transferred to Bremer Bay, where he stayed until 1882. He was then transferred to Israelite Bay. This brought him into direct contact with the telegraph station at Eyre, some 250km E, where William Graham and family lived. Telegraphists could hold conversations with each other by morse code. William Graham’s daughters had learnt morse code and often stood-in as telegraph operators. Eldest daughter Ann and George Stevens conversed by telegraph. They conducted their courtship over the telegraph and did not meet until after George proposed marriage. Ann did not agree until after they met at Eyre. They married in Adelaide in 1884 and set up house in Israelite Bay, where their first child Ernest was born in 1885. George was Telegraph Master at Eucla 1886-95. Initially, they shared house with assistant telegraph operator Charles Annear, who was later to become their brother in law. During this period, they built their own house and moved into it in 1887. Eucla and the telegraph station became busy during the gold rushes of the early 1890s. Ann had 4 children at Eucla. George was promoted to be Superintendent of the telegraph department in Perth in 1896. He carried out radio-telegraphy experiments. After transfer of the
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telegraph department to the Commonwealth in 1901 he was appointed electrical engineer. Retired 1906. Secretary of the Civil Service Association 1908-1932. Prominent member of the Historical Society of WA, from its inception, writing under the name of Hugh Caliptus. Became a vice president. Town councillor for over 25 years, mayor of Claremont 1914-18. Stevens Street in Claremont is named after him. During WWII he initiated the Battalion Comforts Committee and was vice president of the State Recruiting Committee. One of the top lawn bowlers in WA, captained the State champion fours and was an interstate player. Lived in a house named “Wadella” at 30 Stirling Highway, Claremont. Children: Ernest W b 1885, Emily M b 1888, Eva M b 1891, Elsie J b 1893, Eucla G b 1895, Olive G b 1896, Queechy D b 1897, Bertha K b 1900, George K b 1902, Frank C b 1906, Francis.

The ruins of the Eucla Telegraph Station as at 1984. Photo from Mitzi Hesper. “Wadella” in Claremont, where the Stevens family lived in the 1920s. Photo from Mitzi Hesper.

Emily Stevens, Eucla Stevens, Frank Stevens, George Stevens, George Stevens, Eva Stevens, Ann Graham Stevens, Bertha Stevens, Elsie Stevens, Ernest Stevens, Queechie Stevens, c1910. Photo from Carol Gifford Moore.
Graham, Emily Kadina  b 13.9.1864 Kadina SA, d 13.4.1943 Gooseberry Hill, Perth, Educated Hardwick College, Adelaide. Her sister Elizabeth opened the first school at Gooseberry Hill, a 2 roomed cottage in 1893. Married Farrant, John 27.2.1883 Unley, Adelaide SA. He b 4.2.1846 Sudbury England, d 10.5.1927. His father was William Farrant and mother Emily Cox Lascelles. John worked as a clerk for the Telegraph Cable Service in the Persian Gulf 1868-75. After contracting malaria, he returned to London and then migrated to Australia, arriving in Melbourne 1877. He spent time in the Victorian gold fields and became a telegraph operator. He was station master at Eucla Telegraph Station 1882-86, during which time he married Emily Graham. The family moved to Esperance and then Albany, where John was Inspector of Lines. Later they moved to Perth, living in Beaufort Street. In 1890, John secured 200ha of farmland at Gooseberry Hill, S of the Zig Zag railway line (Slee & Shaw, 1979). He started an estate agency in Perth, with an office in St Georges Terrace, where Zimpels Arcade was later built. He had a cottage built on the Gooseberry Hill property and employed a manager to live there. A second larger house was completed c1897 and the family moved in. The managers house was often rented out until 1935, when son John and wife Lilian moved in. With William Mead, formed the Vine and Fruit Growers Association in c1895. He was a member of the Upper Darling Range Railway League, formed 1902, to promote the government taking over the railway from the timber company. First businessman in the district to regularly commute by train to the city. One of the first large subdivisions in the Gooseberry Hill area (20ha in 1904), involved part of his farm. Eventually, the whole farm was sold and subdivided. Numerous place names in the area were named after family members, Including Farrant St named after John Farrant. Tella St named after Clara Lascelles Farrant, always known as “Tella”. Jessie St named after Jessie Lascelles Farrant. Kadina St and Kadina Brook named after Emily Kadina Graham, known as “Deanie”, a derivation of Kadina. John St named after John Lascelles Farrant. Arthur St named after Arthur Lascelles Farrant. After John Farrant died in 1927, wife Emily kept the farm going until c1937, when she moved to Davies Crescent, Gooseberry Hill, with daughter Clara (Tella). Children: John L b 1885, Clara L b 1886, Arthur L b 1888, William L b c1890, James L b 1891, Harold L b 1895, John b 1897, Jessie L b 1900, Emily L b 1905, Mabel L b 1907.

Graham, Clara Oakley  b 26.9.1866 Kadina SA d 18.4.1945 South Perth, Educated Hardwick College, Adelaide. Married Ryan, Michael 3.7.1889 Adelaide. He b c1864 d 7.8.1951 South Perth. He was a member of the Upper Darling Range Railway League, formed 1902, to promote the government taking over the railway from the timber company. First businessman in the district to regularly commute by train to the city. He was Telegraph Master at Eucla 1895-99 and later a senior telegraph officer in Perth. Retired in South Perth. Children: Katherine b 1890, Eileen b 1892, Don b 1894, Ethel b 1896, Doreen b 1898, Edith F b 1900, Sheila b c1902, Brian O b 1904, Eric M b 1906, Jessie b c1908.

Graham, Elizabeth Matilda  b 14.7.1868 Moonta SA d 21.8.1929 Subiaco, Educated Hardwick College, Adelaide. Elizabeth was the teacher at the first school in the Gooseberry Hill area (1893), near to the farm owned by brother in law John Farrant and sister Emily. Married Annear, Charles James 1894 Perth. Charles b 1864 WA d 20.11.1933 Subiaco. He was the first Telegraph Master at Fitzroy Crossing, in 1901. As Telegraph Master he was also Chief Protector of Aborigines.
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for that area. He suggested establishing a station for Aborigines. Moola Bulla station was established in 1901. Eliza Annear was probably the first white woman in Fitzroy Crossing. Children: Emily D b 1895, Emily O b 1897, Enid b c1899, Jenny b c1902, Halissa b c1905.

John Farrant, Emily Graham Farrant, c1890. Photo from Dorothy Warman. John WW Graham c1905. Photo from John & Lurlene Graham.

Graham, Olive Mabel Longmire b 4.10.1870 Kadina SA d 18.11.1875 Kadina SA.

Graham, John Walter Watson b 27.4.1873 Kadina SA d 13.4.1942 Kalgoorlie. Had 2 children with an unknown mother c1893-95, then lived with and married Mirning, Molly (from the Mirning tribe) 15.11.1918 Norseman. Molly b c1875 d 30.12.1921 Shark Bay. Molly had a son, later called Jack Graham b c1895, father was Harry Cook. John worked on telegraph lines from Eucla to Esperance and on grazing properties in the Eyre, Rawlinna and Norseman areas. He took up 24000ha+ of pastoral land in the Eyre-Norseman-Cocklebiddy area. Some cattle were droved to Israelite Bay for shipping. At one time he was a kangaroo hunter, operating out of Eucla (Gifford, 2002). He was resident at Israelite Bay in 1902 (Gifford, 2002). Had store and liquor shop at Israelite Bay c1906-09, rented from Henry Dimer. About 1919 he attempted to set up a camel breeding stud on Karalya Station (Gifford, 2002). Had a short period in the Shark Bay area on a fishing project. With son Didla, erected Baxter memorial cairn 1930. Eucla Recorder reported on 26 May 1900, that JWW Graham had just returned by bicycle from Israelite Bay. Children: Tom W b c1893, Amy b c1895, Jack b c1900, Harry b c1902 (adopted ?), Duncan b 1909, Robin A b 1911, Didla b 1913, John b 1915, Pearl.

Graham, William Le Fevre b 7.2.1876 Green Plains, near Kadina SA, d 2.11.1943 Narrogin. Educated at Whinham College, N Adelaide, and later took
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a full course at Roseworthy Agricultural College SA, where he secured his diploma. In 1896 he then worked for Hardy Brothers (vigneron) at McLaren Vale SA. It is reported that he was engaged in the construction of the Eucla to Norseman Telegraph Line 1896-97, but this is not certain. He was an inspector under the Insect Pest Act at Narrogin, until 1897. He took up land at Geeralying Creek, on the Williams Road, 15km SW from Narrogin, in 1897. Intended building a homestead on the rise, just south of Geerallying bridge on Williams Rd and established an orchard there. When the railway was constructed, it went through the orchard, so he built the homestead south of Geeralying siding. Also planted pine trees. In 1908 he married Thekla, daughter of the late Ernest Wilhelm Theodor Pustkuchen, of Adelaide. In 1908, they bought the Dyson property at Kunderning and named it “Minabbie”. A school was built on their property about 2km south of Geerallying siding. In 1920 they leased “Carnegie” from Cornwalls but due to financial difficulties they sold Geerallying and purchased a farm at the Williams River crossing on Geerallying South Rd. A member of the Narrogin Road Board since its inception during 1897 until c1940, chairman 1907, 1916, 1925-34. Chairman of the Road Boards' Association. In 1912 he was Labor Party candidate for the Legislative Council for the South-East Province, but was defeated. In early days he played cricket for Narrogin, taking part in the Country Week competition, and later as player and coach of the Geerallying Tennis Club.

Pustkuchen, Thekla Emma b 12.9.1883 Adelaide, d 15.11.1965 Perth (Mt Henry), m William Le Fevre Graham, in Narrogin 17.9.1908. They lived at "Minabbie" farm on the Williams River at Geerallying, 15km SW of Narrogin. In 1922, they moved into a larger home, situated on Graham Rd. Thekla played the piano. She also played tennis, and rode side-saddle. She had a bicycle. Children: William T b 1909, Herbert E b 1911, Leopold G b 1913, Rita P b 1915, Ronald E b 1917, Ross M b 1919, Pauline E b 1922. The children attended Geerallying Primary School. Lived at 43 Ventnor Avenue, West Perth in 1960s, then Mt Henry.
Minabbie 1, c1910. Photo from Stuart Graham.

William Graham, Thekla Pustkuchen Graham, 1909 Perth. Photo from Stuart & Mary Graham.

Thekla Pustkuchen Graham, Patricia Heberle, c1962 Albany. Photo from Pauline Heberle.

Graham, Edmund Eyre (Ulla) b 7.4.1882 Eyre, d Feysville via Kalgoorlie 1966. Married Cowcher, Mary Emma (nee Hancock) 20.5.1908 Narrogin. She b 21.1.1887 Northam, d 22.10.1978. Educated Northam and Perth (St Hildas Girls School). She did music lessons. Initially he worked on Eyre, Rawlinna, Norseman grazing properties. He was a geologist and prospected around Kalgoorlie. Edmund and Mary were keen tennis players and first met at tennis. Made home in Kalgoorlie. Between the births of the children, they returned to Narrogin, where they had a mixed farm, near Arthur River bridge. They then returned to Kalgoorlie. Mary returned to Narrogin, when they separated. Divorced c1917. Children: Frances E b 1909, Edith E. Edmund remained in the goldfields, married Odgers, Gladys 1932 East Coolgardie and had 1 child. Child: William E.

Graham, Jessie Juanita b 14.11.1883 Eyre, d 24.1.1977 West Perth, m Burnett, John Talbot 16.9.1907 Beaconsfield. He b c1859 d 14.12.1932 Perth. He was a surveyor from Victoria, who worked for the Public Works Department and later was in private practice. He surveyed the Dwarda - Narrogin railway. He surveyed the railway tunnel in John Forrest National Park c1893, under the direction of CY O’Connor. In 1962, at age 79, she recorded reminiscences of her time at Eyre for the Battye Library in Perth. Her work at Eyre included looking after the horses and stock. The children would walk along the coast, looking for flotsam and jetsam,
particularly from ship wrecks. At age 14, she was sent to school in South Australia. She returned to Eyre when 17. Children: Stan b c1908, Olive G b c1909, Keith, John T, Geoff, Ewen, Jean, Bob, Eunice, Audrey. Lived at 19 Colin St, Perth.

Graham, George Gordon (Gordon) b 16.10.1887 Eyre d 26.7.1972 Perth, Worked on Eyre-Norseman grazing property, then on family farm near Narrogin, then for Wigmores tractors in Perth. Married Hancock, Erma Ernestine 22.4.1909 Narrogin (b 30.7.1884 Northam d 1.5.1963 Narrogin). Children: James C b 1910, Adelaide J, Arthur J, Gordon W, Emily M, Thelma P. Erma Ernestine was the eldest of the 6 children of James Gregory and Frances Elizabeth Hancock. Educated in Northam. Moved with her parents to Narrogin in 1904. Erma's sister, Mary m Edmund Graham, brother of Gordon. Gordon and Erma lived on "Torbling" farm, in a house they named "Ermavilla". This property, which was 5km from Narrogin, had been established by Gordon's parents. "Torbling" was a mixed farm, including dairying and an orchard planted by George's father from trees brought from South Australia. Erma and Gordon sold their fruit and dairy produce in Narrogin. The farm was subject to fires each summer, largely because of its close proximity to the Collie-Narrogin railway line and its coal-burning engines. Due to financial difficulties, the farm had to be sold and the family moved to Williams. Gordon took a position as a machinery salesman and was often away from home. Eventually he and Erma separated. Erma was religious woman, who sang in the church choir. Her hobbies included crochet work and embroidery on the sewing machine and painting with water colours. Gordon had billiard saloons in Perth at one time.
Gordon m **Lewis, Marguerite Florence** (b 18.1.1899 Evandale via Corowa NSW d 2.4.1988 Perth). The family lived at 10 Cardiff St, Victoria Park from c1929 to 1937. George then purchased a 2ha famlet in Maddington, on which he established a fruit orchard. In the 1960s this farmlet was subdivided. In 2007 the farm house is occupied by son Don Graham. Brother Harry Graham and wife Ann and Ron Biffin and wife Myrna (nee Graham) live in the vicinity. A nearby park is the Gordon Graham Park. Children: Audrey J, Rita D, Alan L, Harry W, Kenneth D, Douglas G, Donald C, Myrna B.

**GENERATIONS 7-11**

**WILLIAM LE FEVRE GRAHAM SUB BRANCH**

**Generation 7**

**FAMILY OF WILLIAM LE FEVRE and THEKLA (nee Pustkuchen) GRAHAM**

Graham, William (Bill) Theodor b 14.11.1909 d 11.10.1996 Melbourne Vic, Educated at Geeralying, Narrogin, University of WA and Melbourne, and became an engineer. Married twice, first to **Shepherd, Norma** 15.1.1936 (b c1911) and then to **Perry, Valmae** (nee Graham) 21.11.1945 (b 3.2.1917 Perth d 22.11.2004 Mt Waverley, Melbourne). Val grew up in Northam. She excelled at sport, particularly sprinting. She could run 100 yards in 11.3 seconds. Val moved to Perth, after leaving school and became a legal secretary. Val was a good pianist and played at dances, choirs and in concerts. She was active in community activities, including cubs, guides, brownies, school committees, church committees, Repertory, Legacy and Rotary. She married George Perry,
William Le Fevre Graham sub branch

who joined the air force at the start of WWII but died in Singapore in 1941. Child: Janet H Perry.

Bill served in World War II. Major in Royal Australian Engineers in Palestine, Syria and New Guinea. He worked on the Harvey irrigation scheme, coal mines in Morwell/Yallourn area Vic for 27 years, for Geelong Harbour Trust, for coal mines at Collie WA. Lived in Harvey WA area, Yallourn Vic, Swanston St Geelong Vic, Collie WA, Bunbury WA, Perth (The Esplanade, Scarborough), Melbourne Vic. He often visited Eyre, where his grandfather was Station Master at the telegraph station 1877. The original telegraph station is gone but its replacement, built 1897, is a limestone building, which houses the Eyre Bird Observatory. Bill led an expedition there in c1977 to repair the building. The building is threatened by large mobile sand dunes. Bill spent many days there in the 1980s covering the dunes with old fishing nets, in which he planted Spinifex seeds, mulched with seaweed, collected from the beach. Bill wrote a paper in 1990 about Edward John Eyre’s trip from South Australia to Albany in 1841. He helped organise and participated (at the age of 81) in a re-enactment of 1500km of Eyre’s trek, which started on 25.2.1991, 150 years after the original journey commenced. The re-enactment was planned through the Royal WA Historical Society, on his suggestion. Due to lack of sponsors, he spent over $10,000 of his own funds, organising the event. Three persons walked the entire distance, which took 5 months. They were joined by others, on various sections. About 200 people walked the final leg and were officially welcomed by WA Governor Sir Francis Burt, at the Albany Town Hall.

Bill was a leading participant in the annual Graham re-union at Perry Lakes, until he returned to Victoria. It is held on the first Sunday of December, in the NW section of Perry Lakes, typically from about 1100 to 1600 hours. Bill was a member of Rotary. He was a long distance runner. Child: Anne P.

Graham, Herbert Ernst b 6.4.1911 Narrogin d 17.3.1982 Perth, Educated at Geeralying, Narrogin. Attended Northam High School. Arrived in Perth as a teenager and joined the Labor Party at North Fremantle in 1929. Member of State Executive from 1933, President of Perth Trades Hall and Metropolitan Council from 1942. Started working life as a draftsman with the Lands and Surveys Department and later transferred to the Forests Department. First attempt at a political career was in 1934 when he unsuccessfully stood for the Federal seat of Perth. He unsuccessfully stood for the Senate in 1940. In 1943 he won the State Legislative Assembly seat of East Perth and held it until 1962. He then held the seat of Balcatta until 1973. Youngest member of the Hawke Labor government in 1953 when he was given the Housing and Forests portfolios (Graham Flats in West Perth named in honour of him). Later, as Transport Minister (1956-59) he brought radical changes to Perth’s transport system. Parking meters and traffic lights appeared and private bus companies were replaced by the Metropolitan Transport Trust. Spent much of his parliamentary career in Opposition (Deputy Leader of the Opposition
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Labor returned to power in 1971 and he was subsequently appointed Deputy Premier, Minister for Industrial Development and Decentralisation and Minister for Town Planning. Strong advocate for the abolition of capital punishment. In 1973 he conceived and inaugurated WA Week. Retired from Parliament in 1973 to become chairman of the Licensing Court. A position he held until 1976. Instigated a number of liquor licensing reforms - taverns, relaxed drinking hours. Had a long and close association with the WA Italian community (life member of the Italian Club, awarded the Cavaliere Ufficole of Order of Merit of the Italian Republic – the highest honour given to a foreigner by the Italian Government). Skilled public speaker, member and adjudicator of the WA Debating League. Held many State Champion debating championships. Patron and Life Member of the East Perth Football Club. Was on the organising committee for the 1962 Commonwealth Games. Was a member of the committee which organised Perth's first cricket Test against England in 1970. Life member of Osborne Park Bowling Club, the Forrest Park Bowling Club and WA Tree Society. Patron of the Tuart Hill Swimming Club. Herb Graham Recreation Centre in Mirrabooka is named after him. Lived in Berwick St, Victoria Park; Joondanna c1959. -


Graham, Leopold George  b 8.9.1913 Narrogin, d 11.2.1992 Manjimup. Educated at Geeralying, Narrogin. Worked at Wesfarmers Narrogin and then in Perth. Farmer at Narrogin, served on the Roads Board/Shire Council and in farmers organizations (President of local branch of the farmers union and President of Narrogin zone council, member of PIA wool executive and delegate to Australian Wool Federation). In sport played football for East Perth and Western Australia. He 99 played senior games for East Perth, including the 1936 premiership year. The medal for the fairest and best in Upper great Southern football League is named after him (Leo Graham Medal). Also played tennis and golf. At age 9 he played in a tennis tournament in Perth, staying with the Stevens in Claremont. Patron and life member of Narrogin tennis and golf clubs, life member of the former Narrogin football association. Member of Rotary. Citizen of the year in Narrogin 1986. Member of Narrogin Agricultural College advisory committee. Married Brown, Dorothy (Doss) 6.5.1939 (b 6.9.1916 d 28.2.1996 Narrogin). Doss worked in office for Jimmie Gibson in Narrogin c1932, then for Narrogin Roads Board and Town Council (5 years). In late 1942 Leo was in army, stationed in Albany. Doss lived in Mt Barker. Returned to Narrogin when Leo was manpowered in 1943, when his father was sick. Lived on farm. After fathers death in late 1943, gradually sold the farm and bought a smaller farm. Doss a golf champion in Narrogin and Upper Great Southern. Lived at Minabbie farm (on Clayton and Spouse Rds). From 1964 to 1992 lived at 67 Furnival St, Narrogin. Doss then moved to Cottage Homes in Narrogin. Children: Stuart J, Helen.
Graham, Rita Pauline  b 21.7.1915 Narrogin d 2.11.1998 Perth (Nedlands), m Bowden, John (Jack) Mills 9.12.1938 Narrogin (b 28.3.1913 Katanning, d 13.10.1996 Nedlands, Perth). Jack was in the army in WWII but did not go overseas. He spent some time in Cairns and Thursday Island. Jack worked for Elder Smiths, in stockyards, then accounting in Katanning to 1949. He opened an Elders branch in Leonora and worked there 1949-52. He worked in Elder Smiths head office in Perth, as a branch auditor and then credit officer until retirement. Lived at Dore St and Carew St Katanning, then Leonora. In Perth, initially at 74 Shenton Rd, Swanbourne, then 100 Essex St, Wembley and finally at Hollywood Village. Played tennis, football, bowls. Rita educated at Geeralging, Narrogin. She was a typist in Elders at Narrogin and then Katanning. She was a Country Womens Association member for c50 years, including several years as a Divisional secretary. Played tennis, hockey, golf and bowls. Children: Margot, Graham, John W, Peta.

Graham, Ronald Eucla  b 8.7.1917 Narrogin d 17.11.1980 Perth. Educated at Geeralging, Narrogin and Northam High School. Commonwealth Bank Officer Narrogin and Perth, bomber and fighter pilot in World War II. Trained at Pearce, Cunderdin, Geraldton 1941. In 1942, flying instructor based in Camden and Tamworth NSW. In Geraldton 1942-44, then in Tocumwal and Bradfield Park NSW and Townsville Qld. Saw active service 1944-45 from Port Moresby, Taii, Aitepe, Milfa Is, Numfor Is (New Guinea), Morotai Is (Indonesia). Remained in Royal Australian Air Force as Test Pilot/Instructor to rank of Flight Lieutenant for 10 years after the war, based in Amberley, Archerfield (Qld), Richmond (NSW), Pearce (WA) and Sale (Vic). On active service from Singapore 1952. Returned to WA and became Chief Flying Instructor, Charter Flight Pilot and
later Operations Manager for the Royal Aero Club from 1956, at Maylands Airport, Perth Airport and Jandakot. Competed in an around Australia air race and helped organise similar events. Met many interesting and important people on the job, including Alan Chase of USA who developed farms near Esperance, Frank Forman who was head of the Mines Department, Garrick Agnew who developed iron ore mines, Tom Spence who was chief of Perth Zoo and Tom Riggert of Department of Flora and Fauna. He was involved in some firsts for the aerial industry, including airbourne shark patrols and aerial firebreak inspections, both in the early 1960s. Married **Standley, Doris Lillian**. Doris was born and educated in York. She worked as a shop assistant in York and Narrogin. Played tennis and badminton. Ongoing interest in voluntary work for Slow Learners’ Organisation. Established and ran a furniture business and has maintained an interest in furniture upholstery and silver jewellery making. Strong East Perth Football Club supporter. Children: Lea, Terry, Larry, Viki, Mark. Moved with family interstate when Ron transferred. Lived at 39 Queen St, Bayswater on return to Perth in 1956. In 2007 lived in Bayswater St, Bedford.

Graham, Pauline Emily b 20.2.1922 Narrogin, d 20.12.2003 Perth. Pauline was educated at Geeralying (6years), Narrogin (1year), Northam High (1year), Bunbury High (2years) to Dec 1937. She worked in Richardson's variety stores in Katanning and Kojonup 1939-40 and on family farm near Narrogin 1941-42. Lived in Perth 1943-45, working at Perpetual Trustees. She played pennant tennis in Perth. She represented the State in hockey and was selected for Australia in 1946. Also played bowls. Married Heberle, Ronald Leslie 26.4.1946 Katanning. Ron b 24.12.1913 Perth, d 5.2.2004 Kingsley (Perth). Ron was educated to year 8 at Victoria Park, James St, Perth Boys, Leederville, Thomas St and New Norcia. He left school in 1927 to work as messenger boy for the bootshop, Eziwalkins and Tourist Bureau. Sacked in Depression (1930). Fished with father at Furnissdale in 1930-32 and went to Kalgoorlie with him in 1932. Fished in Esperance area from 1932 and then Hopetoun. By 1937 fishing in Pallinup, Bremer, Cape Riche areas. In 1938 based at Katanning. During World War II joined air force. At Cunderdin, Geraldton in 1943. In England 29.1.1944, back 30.12.1945. After war resumed fishing. Lived in Carew St, Katanning 1946/47, 19 Cove St 1947-48 then 1 Bond St 1949-58. Lived at 31
Generation 8
FAMILY OF WILLIAM THEODOR and VALMAE (nee Graham) GRAHAM

Perry, Janet Helen. Parents: George Perry (who died in Singapore WWII) and Valmae Graham. Surname changed to Graham, after her mother married Bill Graham. Jan grew up in Geelong and Morwell, Vic. Went to Burwood Teachers College and became a primary teacher, until marriage to Nielsen, Geoff. He was a teacher. Lived in a number of country towns, before settling in Mt Waverley, Melbourne Vic in 1985. Geoff has since retired from his role as a primary school principal. Their interests include bowls (Geoff), travel, caravanning and reading. Children: Jennifer A, Geoffrey J, Lesley J.


FAMILY OF HERBERT ERNST and NORMA (nee Wilson) GRAHAM
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Bruce Graham, Lloyd Graham, Rae Graham White, 1987 Bickley. Photo from Rae White.

Rae Graham White, Barry Glover, 2002 Swanbourne. Photo from Rae White.

Lynn Graham, Peter Quinn, 2006 Merriwa. Photo from Lynn Graham.

Keely Tremayne, Vaughan Graham, 2007 Hamelin Bay. Photo from Vaughan Graham.
FAMILY OF HERBERT ERNST and BERYL (nee Kirkby) GRAHAM
Graham, Lynette Joan b 1953, Perth. Educated at Tuart Hill Primary & High School, Murdoch University (Arts degree). Worked as an Electorate Officer Dr Carmen Lawrence, Premier of Western Australia, then Federal Member for Fremantle. Worked for Department of Premier & Cabinet 2004-. Lived at Read Place, Bullcreek WA 1995-2006, lived in Lesmurdie in 2007. Interested in politics. Married McConnell, Douglas Ian. He was a car salesman, car yard owner in Fremantle. Children: Claire A, Christopher D. Partner Quinn, Peter, b Perth, educated at Tuart Hill, school teacher, State secretary of State School Teachers Union, policy advisor in Department of Premier and Cabinet.


FAMILY OF LEOPOLD GEORGE and DOROTHY (nee Brown) GRAHAM

FAMILY OF RITA PAULINE GRAHAM and JOHN (Jack) MILLS BOWDEN

Bowden, Margot b Katanning. Educated Katanning, Gwalia, Eastern Goldfields High Kalgoorlie, Claremont High, Kent Street High Bentley, Graylands Teachers College. Primary school teacher at Collie, Nabawa, Nedlands. Does pottery, sold at Whiteman Park, Two Rocks. Married Du Boulay, Cedric 1964, whose children Howard and Andrew lived with Cedric and Margot for a short time. Cedric b Geraldton, educated Geraldton, Nanson. He worked on stations and farms, including Dirk Hartog Island, Mulléwa, Geraldton area, Esperance (for Art Linkletter), Kojaneerup (for Jock Stone, Stan Cusack), Green Range (Canberra West) and Moora (Cranmore Park). In navy c1950-56, including 2 years on aircraft carrier HMAS Vengeance. At airbase in Nowra NSW for 2 years. Retired 1987. Lived in Eyre Court, Two Rocks WA in 2006. Children: Linda, Douglas.

Bowden, Graham b Katanning. Educated Katanning, Leonora, Gwalia Primary schools, Claremont, John Curtin High Schools, University of WA Bachelor of Science course, Malaguna Teachers College (1963). Seasonal work at WACA scoreboard (with Graham McKenzie), Midland Sale Yards for Elders, wheat bins in Popannining and Buntine and Heberle fishing teams on south coast. Worked at Malaguna Technical College near Rabaul, Papua-New Guinea technical college 1964-71, then Garoka Technical College 1972-81, deputy principal, principal and

Bowden, John William (Bill) b Katanning. Educated Leonora, Gwalia, Perth Modern School, University of WA (BSc.Agric. 1965, PhD in soil chemistry, 1973). Did PhD at University of New England Armidale NSW. Began career as cadet with Department of Agriculture in 1961. In 1980 received a Reserve Bank Fellowship and worked on fertiliser placement at the New England University in Armidale NSW. Carried out a FAO project in Argentina in 1975 and a scientific exchange to Russia in 1979, to study agrochemical services and another on soil improvement in China 1984. In 1996 he was a visiting fellow in agronomy and farming systems at Adelaide University, Roseworthy. Between 1964 and 1985, Bill was a research officer with the Department of Agriculture in South Perth and from 1985, a principal research officer. In 2006 he was Principal Research Officer in the Modelling group at the Department of Agriculture and Food WA, based at Northam. Previously based at South Perth. He has extensive experience in soil chemistry and nitrogen biology and in modelling crop and pasture growth, soil and other processes. Current work includes modelling in the nutrient management and soil biology. Also doing modelling work on the nutrient and soil fertility aspects of stubble management. Won 2006 Donald Medal at 13th Australian Society of Agronomy Conference, Perth. Bill has authored or co-authored over 100 papers, book chapters and reports relating to crop nutrition, soil acidity, pasture production, seasonal variability, tillage, and in modelling fertiliser recommendation systems. His 1977 paper “Ionic adsorption on variable charge mineral surfaces. Theoretical – Charge development and titration curves” was awarded the rare distinction of Citation Classic by the ISI in Philadelphia, USA. Bill has developed many modelling tools, for use by farmers, advisers, researchers and students, to assist with decision making in fertiliser use and other topics. Married Cannings, Margaret. Margaret b and educated in England. Arrived in Perth 1969. Worked for trade union CPSU in Perth for over 10 years. Temporary work, clerical and secretarial in Perth. A volunteer for local bush fire brigade. Recently has worked as receptionist for Physiotherapist in Mundaring. In 2006 lived on farmlet in Alexandra Rd, Hovea WA. Children: Sally, John, Michael.

Bowden, Peta b Katanning. Educated at Swanbourne Primary, Perth Modern School, University of WA, Murdoch University (Bachelor of Arts, University Medallist
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Bill Bowden, Margaret Bowden, John Bowden, Michael Bowden, Sally Bowden, c2000 Perth. Photo from Bill and Margaret Bowden.
Jack Bowden, Peta Bowden, Rita Graham Bowden, Bill Bowden, Michael Bowden, c1978. Photo from Graham and Margaret Bowden.

Davina Gray, Dick Ounsworth, Cedric Du Boulay, Margot Bowden Du Boulay, Bill Bowden, Veronica Bowden, Sam Bowden, Peta Bowden Ounsworth, Margaret Zuiderhoek Bowden, Graham Bowden, Margaret Cannings Bowden, 2000 Perth. Photo from Graham and Margaret Bowden.
FAMILY OF RONALD EUCLA and DORIS (nee Standley) GRAHAM

Graham, Lea b Geraldton. Educated at Coopers Plains Qld, Springwood NSW, Morwell Vic, Sale Vic, Subiaco, Governor Stirling SHS Midland. Trained as psychiatric nurse, worked at Heathcote and Claremont Mental Hospitals. Completed 2 years’ general nursing in Brisbane and Northam. Retrained as a teacher at Claremont Teachers’ Training College and graduated in 1979. Gained Bachelor of Education at Edith Cowan University in 1991. Worked as a Primary teacher until 1998 at Coolbinia Primary School and then in Gifted and Talented Program, in Swan-Joondalup regions until 2004. Retired 2006. Set up Gifted and Talented Association and became heavily involved in state and national gifted associations and professional development of teachers. Interested in reading, children’s literature, social and environmental issues, needlework and beading. Married Vestergaard, Fridtjof (Fred) in Perth. Fred b in the Nation of Denmark. His father was Estate Manager for Chancellor of Danish court, his Icelandic mother was a masseuse. Fred managed the family farm and travelled extensively, spending time in India, Africa and the Middle East. He arrived in Australia in 1962. Before marriage he worked as a photographer in Northam. After marriage in 1966, lived in Melbourne for 2 years, where he was a photographer and Lea a Psychiatric Nursing Tutor. Lived in the nation of Denmark for a year in 1969. Fred established and ran a photographic business in Perth. Now retired. Keen interest in book binding, bonsai, stained glass work and restoration of vintage motorbikes. In 2007 lived in Bayswater St, Bedford WA. Children: Kirsten, Tamela D.


Graham, Viki b Penrith NSW. Attended Balga Special School then Activ Foundation workshop in Osborne Park. She is a champion ten pin bowler and is a

Geard, Tim. Tim works in the fire equipment and radio communication office of Forestry Tasmania in Hobart, Tasmania. Has been involved in car rallies, gardening, camping. In 2007 lived in Roslyn Ave, Kingston Beach, Tas.

Graham, Ian b Perth. Educated Floreat Park Primary, City Beach High School. Worked in computer programming.


Gloria Stewart, Keith Stewart, Wendy Graham Stewart, Joyce Ross Graham, John Stewart, 1988 Perth. Photo from Wendy Stewart.
FAMILY OF PAULINE EMILY GRAHAM and RONALD LESLIE HEBERLE


womens hockey team 2001-2004, lived near London UK. Worked for WA State Department for Sport and Recreation and lived in Station St, East Cannington 2005-07.


Back: Ron Heberle, Merilyn Heberle, Grant Heberle. Front: Patricia Heberle, Ron Heberle, Milanna Heberle, Greg Heberle, Pauline Graham Heberle, 1971 Albany. Photo from Pauline Heberle.
FAMILY OF JANET HELEN PERRY-GRAHAM and GEOFF NIELSEN

Nielsen, Jennifer Anne, teacher m Hales, David. Lived in Melbourne Vic. Children: Emma C, Laura J, Thomas D.

Nielsen, Geoffrey John (John). Works as a programmer in the computer industry, m Jitnamkorn, Kanda. Lived in Melbourne Vic.

FAMILY OF ANNE PAULINE GRAHAM and JAMES ISLES BROWN

Brown, Claire Elizabeth b Melbourne Vic. Educated Waverley (Melbourne) Primary, Forfar (Scotland), Kilvington High, Preshil High, Monash University B.Arts (Hons) 1998. Worked in Victorian Public Service 1996-2005 in housing policy, multicultural affairs and family violence. Currently Principal Policy Officer in CEO’s Office at the London Borough of Southwark. Interests: theatre, travel, reading, food and wine. Lived in Melbourne, apart from Scotland 1980-81. Moved to England in 2005 with partner Ellis, Ben. He grew up in Gippsland Vic and was educated at Bairnsdale High School. He graduated from the University of Melbourne in 1998 with honours in History. His plays include Falling Petals; These People; and Post Felicity; which won both the Patrick White Play Award and the inaugural Malcolm Robertson Prize. His recent work includes an adaptation of Franz Kafka’s The Metamorphosis for a Sydney Theatre Company and Malthouse Theatre (Melbourne) and Poet No. 7 which was selected for the 2006 Dublin Fringe Festival after its premiere in London in February 2006. He has also had plays produced in the USA and New Zealand. He currently works in London.

FAMILY OF RAE NORMA GRAHAM

Paul White, Lisa White, John White, David White, 1964 Perth. Photo from Rae White.

FAMILY OF RAE NORMA GRAHAM and JOHN WHITE
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**FAMILY OF LLOYD WILSON and JOAN (nee Scarlett) GRAHAM**


**FAMILY OF LLOYD WILSON and MYRIAM DIXON**


FAMILY OF BRUCE HERBERT and JANET (nee Smith) GRAHAM


Christopher McConnell, Claire McConnell, 1990 Perth. Photo from Lynn Graham.
FAMILY OF LYNETTE GRAHAM and DOUGLAS McCONNELL

McConnell, Claire Anne b Perth. Educated Churchlands, Oberthur Primary Schools, Willetton High, Murdoch University (Arts degree). Worked as Marketing and Sales Manager at Mango Bay Resort in Fiji. In 2007 lived in Fiji.


FAMILY OF VAUGHAN GRAHAM and KEELY TREMAYNE

Tremayne, Emily b Perth, conservationist, lived in Walpole area in 2007.

Tremayne, Jessica b Perth, student at Edith Cowan University, Mt Lawley in 2006. Lived in Mundaring in 2007.


FAMILY OF STUART JOHN and MARY (nee Wiese) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF HELEN ELIZABETH GRAHAM and DEREK BROWN WALKER


Annabelle Walker 2004 Perth. Photo from Helen Walker.

Felicity Walker Agnew, Damien Agnew, 2003 Perth. Photo from Helen Walker.
Walker, Annabelle Fleur  b Katanning. Educated Tambellup, St Marys College. Went to South Africa on Rotary exchange, then did Curtin University degree in occupational therapy. Went to Queensland for a year, then Bangladesh for a year, teaching occupational therapy. Worked for an injury management company in Perth, becoming State manager. Manages a restaurant in a winery (Lamonts near Margaret River). Tennis player. Lived near Yallingup 2007.

Walker, Felicity Jane  b Katanning Educated Tambellup, St Marys College. Has University degree in Geophysics, with honours, from University of WA. Geophysicist for Woodside in Perth. Worked for Woodside in Houston, Texas USA (18 months). Tennis player. Married Agnew, Damien in Perth. He has environmental science degree from Curtin University. Worked for George Papos’s business. Lived in Perth.


FAMILY OF CEDRIC and MARGARET ROSE (nee McClymont) DU BOULAY

Du Boulay, Andrew  b Geraldton. Commenced PhD in International law at University in Townsville. Intending to complete PhD in Taiwan. Married Chang, Shu, from Taiwan. She worked in tourism. In 2006 lived in Townsville Qld.
FAMILY OF MARGOT BOWDEN and CEDRIC DU BOULAY


FAMILY OF GRAHAM and MARGARET (nee Zuiderhoek) BOWDEN


Margaret Zuiderhoek Bowden, Graham Bowden, Samuel Riley, Joanne Bowden Riley, Malira Bowden Cocking, Murray Cocking, Veronica Pickett Bowden, Sam Bowden, Steve Riley, Jennifer Cook-Bowden, Tom Cook-Bowden, Lesley Nielsen Bowden, Fred Bowden, 2000 Perth. Photo from Graham & Margaret Bowden.

**Cook-Bowden, Thomas Graham** b Goroka. Educated Goroka, Glendale, Warwick, Curtin University (Bachelor of Science in Physics, Honours). Worked in computers in Perth (including Water Authority, Crown Law and Police) and north of WA.
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![Image of a group of people](image)

Margaret Bowden, Graham Bowden, Malira Bowden Cocking, Tom Bowden, Fred Bowden, Sam Bowden, Joanne Bowden Riley, c2004. Photo from Graham & Margaret Bowden.

**Bowden, Sam Robert** b Goroka 1977. Educated Glendale, Wyndham, Warwick, University of WA (Dr of Medicine). Has lived in Goroka, Hamersley, Wyndham, Alice Springs NT, Albany, has house in Langford. Married **Pickett, Veronica Ellen** 29.4.2000 Perth. Veronica studying arts at University of WA. Children: Imogen R, Bianca M.

**FAMILY OF JOHN WILLIAM (Bill) and MARGARET (nee Cannings) BOWDEN**

**Bowden, Sally** b Perth. Educated Parkerville, Governor Stirling Senior High Midland, University of WA (Bachelor of Arts in History and Politics). Worked for Centrelink. Lived in South Perth. Lived in Willagee 2006. Partner **Lippiatt, Brent**. Worked for Centrelink in Fremantle.

**Bowden, John** b Perth. Educated Parkerville, Governor Stirling Senior High Midland, attended University of WA (Bachelor of Pharmacology) and Edith Cowan University. Worked in bars and night clubs; as paramedic for St John Ambulance. Lived in South Perth. Good swimmer, has won State medals in junior ranks. Member of <21 State volley ball team. Spent time in Europe, America and Asia (Nepal). Partner **Warren, Savannah Sidney** b WA. Works as function organiser. Child: Safiyyah Warren.
Brent Lippiatt, Sally Bowden 2003. Photo from Bill and Margaret Bowden.

Savannah Warren, Safiya Warren, John Bowden, Margaret Bowden, Bali 2005. Photo from Margaret Bowden.
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FAMILY OF LEA GRAHAM and FRIDTJOF VESTERGAARD


Vestergaard, Tamela Dagmar  b Perth. Educated Hillcrest Primary, Perth College, John Forrest High School, Edith Cowan University (nursing degree). Worked as veterinary assistant at Mirrabooka for 7 years. Worked as a nurse in Carnarvon, then as Aboriginal Health Trainer in Alice Springs with Bachelor College. Responsible for training of Aboriginal Health workers in remote communities including Uluru. For 4 years worked in Fitzroy Crossing as an Environmental Health Worker & Trainer with responsibility for communities in the Fitzroy Valley. Acting Director at Karrayilli (Aboriginal) Community College. Nominated as Trainer of the Year in 2005. Interested in outdoor activities, environmental issues and is local officer for wildlife emergency care and rehabilitation.

FAMILY OF LARRY and MARLENE LOUISE (nee McMaster) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF MARK AND DEBRA (nee Wilmot) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF ROSEMARY GRAHAM and JIM LANGFORD


Langford, Emma Jane. Educated at Floreat Primary, Kingston Primary Hobart, City Beach High School, Shenton College, Curtin University (first class honours, film and television). In 2006 worked in IINET (Internet service provider) call centre.
FAMILY OF WENDY GRAHAM and KEITH STEWART


FAMILY OF GREGORY WILLIAM and CHERYL YVETTE HEBERLE


FAMILY OF RONALD GRAHAM and SUSAN MARY (nee Tindale) HEBERLE


Matthew Heberle, Milanna Heberle, Andrew Heberle 1994 Albany. Photo from Pauline Heberle.

Generation 10
FAMILY OF JENNIFER ANE NIELSEN and DAVID HALES
Hales, Emma Catherine in Melbourne Vic 2007.

Hales, Laura Jane in Melbourne Vic 2007.

Hales, Thomas David in Melbourne Vic 2007.

FAMILY OF JOSEPHINE GILLESPIE (GRAHAM) and PHILIP HOPKINS

FAMILY OF PAUL WILLIAM and LYNDIA (nee Ewing) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF MELISSA MARY GRAHAM and KEITH WOOD

FAMILY OF AMANDA JANET GRAHAM and DANIEL PRESTIPINO
Prestipino, Sofia b Perth. Lived in Perth 2007

Prestipino, Orlando b Perth. Lived in Perth 2007

FAMILY OF DAVID WILLIAM and MARGARET MARY (nee Gauci) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF RICHARD and FELICITY (nee Wallace) GRAHAM

FAMILY OF MARK and CLAIRE (nee Kingston) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF JANE GRAHAM and RALPHIE DYKE


FAMILY OF VANESSA LOUISE WALKER and GEORGE PAPOS

FAMILY OF HOWARD and BELINDA (nee Rosen) DU BOULAY
Du Boulay, April m Towers, Kye. April was a champion lawn bowler, as a teenager. She was at the institute of Sport in Canberra. Lived in Dubbo NSW 2004. Child: Marshir.


Marshir Towers 2006 Dubbo NSW. Photo from Cedric & Margot Du Boulay.
FAMILY OF LINDA DU BOULAY


FAMILY OF DOUGLAS and JENNY (nee Chan) DU BOULAY

Du Boulay, Dylan b Perth.

Du Boulay, Alyce Lai Sun b Perth.

FAMILY OF MALIRA CARMEL BOWDEN and MURRAY COCKING
Cocking, Makayla Margaret b Duncraig, Perth. Likes acrobats and gymnastics.

Cocking, Minette Lily b Duncraig, Perth. Likes dancing and swimming.

FAMILY OF JO-ANNE JUANITA THERESA BOWDEN and STEVEN RILEY
Riley, Ethan Richard b Bunbury, in USA 2007.


Riley, Samuel Steven b Perth, in USA 2007.

Riley, Melinda-Michelle Rebecca b Utah USA, in USA 2007.
FAMILY OF THOMAS GRAHAM and JENNIFER (nee Cook) COOK-BOWDEN
Cook-Irwin, Jordan b Perth.


FAMILY OF SAM ROBERT and VERONICA ELLEN (nee Pickett) BOWDEN

Bowden, Bianca Mel in Perth 2007.

FAMILY OF JOHN BOWDEN and SAVANNAH SIDNEY WARREN

FAMILY OF KIRSTEN VESTERGAARD and PAUL MANNION
Mannion, Courtney Allira b Perth. Educated at Coolbinia primary, Perth College.

Mannion, Stephanie Claire b Perth. Educated at Coolbinia primary.

Mannion, Amberley Grace b Perth. Educated at Coolbinia primary.

Mannion, Kimberley Erin b Perth.

Mannion, Patrick Eamon b Perth.

FAMILY OF KYLIE LOUISE GRAHAM
Graham, Brayden Mitchell b Perth.

Simon Reynolds, Lilliana Reynolds, Stacey Heberle
Reynolds, Annabella Reynolds, 2006 Townsville.
Photo from Stacey Reynolds.

Jake Heberle-Eriksen,
2006 Perth. Photo from
Michelle Blackburn.
FAMILY OF STACEY LEE HEBERLE and SIMON JAMES REYNOLDS
Reynolds, Annabella Yvette Maureen Evelyn b Townsville Qld.

Reynolds, Lilliana Patricia Valerie Sophia b Townsville Qld.

FAMILY OF BRIAN JAMES HEBERLE and MICHELLE KOKIR

FAMILY OF MELISSA ROBIN ADAMSON and MATTHEW ASHFORD
Adamson-Ashford, Maddison Bree b Katharine NT. Educated Alice Springs.


FOSTER CHILDREN OF MELISSA ROBIN ADAMSON
Borrett, James b Katherine NT. Educated Alice Springs NT.

Johnston, Zoe b and educated Alice Springs NT.

Johnston, Brooke b and educated Alice Springs NT.

Generation 11
FAMILY OF APRIL DU BOULAY and KYE TOWERS
Towers, Marshir b Dubbo NSW.
FAMILY OF ANN ELIZABETH GRAHAM and GEORGE PHILLIP STEVENS


Stevens, Elsie Jane b 16.2.1893 Perth d 18.9.1923.


Stevens, Frank Chapman b 13.3.1906 Perth, d 14.10.2000 Peel NSW, m Young, Clarice 30.7.1932 (b 15.2.1909 Liverpool England d 1.9.1993 Sydney NSW). Clarice lived in France in the 1920s. The couple lived in Circe Circle in Nedlands. Frank won a scholarship to Scotch College. Frank was WA breaststroke swimming champion c1936. In training for Australian swimming team to go to Berlin Olympics in 1936, when he collapsed and had to have a kidney removed. Moved to Sydney c1937. Frank was an accountant in Sydney. Retired c1967. Lived in Dee Why NSW. Children: Carol J, Jennifer A.

**Generation 8**
**FAMILY OF ERNEST WILLIAM STEVENS**
Stevens, Francis Walton b 17.6.1921, m Dopson, Elizabeth Grace. Went to eastern States. Children: Mark R, Toni E.

Stevens, Isla Kathleen m Kirk, Arnold. Children: Raymond, Gerald.
FAMILY OF QUEECHY DORRITT STEVENS and WILLIAM HENRY BIGLIN

Biglin, Kenneth William b 21.7.1924 d 16.9.1986, m Savage, Iris Katherine 1951. She b 31.1.1925 d 19.2.1966. Iris was a nurse, trained in Victoria. She travelled to Perth and ended up working as a nurse in Kondinin. She lived on Harry Biglin’s farm, where she met and married Ken Biglin. Ken a farmer at Kondinin (“Ashfield”) until 1958 then went to Geelong. He worked as a carpenter, computer trainer, sales with Ford Motor Company, then worked for Pilkington Glass. He remarried in 1968 but was divorced in 1980. Children: Mitzi K, Telsa L, Leonard W, Glenda S.


FAMILY OF BERTHA KATHLEEN STEVENS and ALFRED MELL
Mell, Shirley Kathleen b Perth, m Meek, Douglas McInnes in Perth. Children: Paul D, Stuart J, Garry J.

FAMILY OF GEORGE KENNETH STEVENS


FAMILY OF FRANK CHAPMAN and CLARICE (nee Young) STEVENS


Generation 9
FAMILY OF FRANCIS WALTON and ELIZABETH GRACE (nee Dopson) STEVENS
Stevens, Mark Robert m Popple, Toni Leah.

Stevens, Toni Elizabeth m Bull, Steven Kenneth. Child: Steven J.

FAMILY OF ISLA KATHLEEN STEVENS and ARNOLD KIRK
Kirk, Raymond.

Kirk, Gerald.

FAMILY OF KENNETH WILLIAM BIGLIN and IRIS (nee Savage) BIGLIN
Ann Elizabeth Graham sub branch
Kondinin until 1958. Then moved to Geelong Vic. She was educated at Oberon Primary and High School, Geelong. Obtained Diploma of Teaching (Primary) at Geelong Teachers College (1970-72) and Grad. Dip. Special Education from Melbourne Teachers College (1981-82). She taught in 12 locations throughout Victoria; also in England; Katherine NT (School of Air) and Singapore (2005). Retired 2007 but interested in further work in diverse locations. Interests include art (has sold pastels), travel (has been to every continent, including Antarctica), yoga and keeping fit, gardening. Has played netball, volleyball and badminton. Lived in Geelong Vic in 2007. Child: Samuel G.

Geoffrey Hesper c2000. Photo from Mitzi Hesper.
Mitzi Hesper c2000. Photo from Mitzi Hesper.

Telsa Biglin Stubna. Photo from Mitzi Hesper.
Vincent Stubna c2005. Photo from Chantelle Stubna.

Biglin, Leonard William m Fox, Junee. Len grew up in Geelong Vic. He was educated at Oberon Primary School in Belmont, Geelong, then Belmont State School and Geelong Technical College. Joined the air force at age 16. Did 9 years with the air force for a radio tech. Apprenticeship. He worked as an electronics technician for Telecom in Newcastle (ABC transmitters) for 6 years, then took redundancy. Played in bands on harmonica and guitar for 12 years, then in 2000 set up a home business repairing guitars, banjo, mandolin etc. Children: Hannah R, Gene W. Lived in Newcastle NSW in 2007.

Biglin, Glenda Susan b Geelong Vic, educated at Oberon Primary and Belmont Primary, Oberon High Schools in Geelong, Hemitage Girls Grammar and Geelong Grammar Schools and MacQuarie Commercial College (1 year). Worked as a Medical Receptionist for 10 years. In 2002 did Adult Education at TAFE College and obtained a Certificate 4 in Health Nursing. Worked as an aged care nurse. Recently became a Pathology Collector at St John of God Pathology in Geelong. Married Clark, Peter Noel. Peter b Geelong. He lived on a dairy, pig farm, which later became a sheep farm. The farm was in Winchelsea South, E of Geelong. In 2007, Peter worked as a fitter and turner at an Engineering firm in North Geelong. The family lived in Geelong (Belmont) until 1994, when they moved to Bannockburn, 20km from Geelong. Children: Miranda J, Rhiannon M. Lived near Geelong Vic in 2007.
FAMILY OF REGINALD GEORGE and THERESE GWEN (nee Hough) BIGLIN


FAMILY OF GRACE ELSIE BIGLIN and WARREN MURRAY
Murray, Mark b California USA.
Murray, Dugan b California USA.
Murray, Casey b California USA.

FAMILY OF SHIRLEY KATHLEEN MELL and DOUGLAS McINNES MEEK
Meek, Paul Douglas b Perth, m Reid, Christine Janelle in Perth. Christine b Young NSW. Children: Kelly S, Rebecca C.

Meek, Stuart James b Perth, m Zimmermann, Sonja in Perth, divorced, m Suijendorp, Beatrix Constance in Perth. Child: Shawn H.


FAMILY OF ALFRED RAYMOND MELL and MAVIS DOROTHEA OLIVER

Mell, Michelle Elizabeth b Perth. Child: Bryan A.

Mell, Raymond William b Perth.

FAMILY OF GEORGE PHILIP and ROSEMARY ANN (nee Kirkman) STEVENS
Stevens, Christine Marie b Kellerberrin, educated Kellerberrin, Merredin. Worked as nurse at Kellerberrin, then Swan Districts Hospital. Married Williams, Lyndsay Craig in Kellerberrin. Went to Perth. Returned to Kellerberrin 1978, where Christine nursed at the hospital. Moved to Cunderdin. Children: Bradley S, Sonya N.


FAMILY OF KENNETH BRIAN STEVENS and JUDITH WILKINS
Stevens, Kay Lorraine school teacher, Lockridge.

Stevens, Andrew James fisherman, Albany.

FAMILY OF FRANCES JEANNE STEVENS and JAMES WOOLTORTON
Wooltorton, Debbie.

Wooltorton, Donald James farmer, Byford.

FAMILY OF FRANCES JEANNE STEVENS and MICHAEL LEE
Lee, Mark.

Lee, Nicole.

FAMILY OF CAROL JANE CHAPMAN STEVENS and GRAHAM LINSLEY GIFFORD MOORE
Gifford Moore, Suellen Carol b Sydney NSW. Qualifications RN; BSc (Uni.Can); MSc (UCSF); MHLI (Syd.Uni); FRCN; FRACN. Has own company (consultancy) dealing with medical situations. Works part time as theatre sister. Partner Tuohy, Frank. Lived in Sydney NSW in 2007.
Gifford Moore, Sarah-Jane Chapman b Sydney NSW. Previously a Director of child care. Property developer in Yass NSW. Was the top woman cricketer in ACT for many years. The ACT Cricket Association has named an award after her, “The SJ Moore Medal for the Best and Fairest Player”. Captain of the ACT women’s cricket team for many years. Lived in Yass NSW in 2007.

FAMILY OF JENNIFER ANN CHAPMAN STEVENS and ADRIAN RAYMOND GARFIELD ARMYTAGE

Armytage, Jodianne b Sydney NSW.

Armytage Heidianne Trudi (Kriz) b Sydney NSW. Child: Josh.

Armytage, Beccianne b Sydney NSW.

Generation 10
FAMILY OF TONI ELIZABETH STEVENS and STEVEN KENNETH BULL
Bull, Steven James.

FAMILY OF MITZI KATHRYN BIGLIN and GEOFFREY ANDREW HESPER
FAMILY OF TELSA LYNNE BIGLIN and VINCENT STUBNA

Stubna, Chantelle Kathryn. Educated Kondinin WA, Oberon (Geelong) Vic, Monash University (Doctor of Medicine). In 2007 works at Geelong Hospital as an intern. During her training she worked and studied at numerous locations, including Mildura Vic, Papunya Mission NT, Melbourne, New Zealand, Samoa. Lived in Geelong 2007.

Stubna, Blake William. Educated Kondinin WA, Oberon (Geelong) Vic. Trained at Gordon Institute of Technology in Geelong, as a builder. In 2007 worked on a farm at Condinyup.
FAMILY OF LEONARD WILLIAM and JUNEE (nee Fox) BIGLIN
Biglin, Hannah Rae in Newcastle 2007.


FAMILY OF GLENDA SUSAN and PETER NOEL CLARK

Clark, Rhiannon Maree b Geelong, educated Bannockburn Primary and Western Heights College, Geelong Vic. Lived near Geelong 2007.
FAMILY OF ANTHONY GERARD and DEBRA ANN (nee Gellatly) BIGLIN


FAMILY OF JOANNE PATRICIA BIGLIN and PETER ERNEST HUSTON
Huston, Matthew Ernest Has small sheep farm in Dale area. Lived in Perth area 2007.


FAMILY OF GARY REGINALD and TANIA LEE (nee Growden) BIGLIN


Ann Elizabeth Graham sub branch

FAMILY OF MALCOLM HENRY and LISA ADELAIDE (nee Skinner) BIGLIN

FAMILY OF LEANNE CATHERINE THERESE BIGLIN and SHOJI KAI


Kai, Maya Catherine in Canada 2007.

Back: Leanne Biglin Kai, Mr Kai, Mrs Kai, Richie Kai, Shoji Kai.
Front: Casey Kai, Maya Kai, 2006 Canada. Photo from Gary &
Tania Biglin.

FAMILY OF PAUL DOUGLAS and CHRISTINE JANELLE (nee Reid) MEEK
Meek, Kelly Samara b Perth.

Meek, Rebecca Claire b Perth.

FAMILY OF STUART JAMES and BEATRIX CONSTANCE (nee Suijdendorp)
MEEK
Meek, Shawn Heinrich Douglas b Port Hedland.

FAMILY OF GARRY JOHN and MAUREEN (nee Pelling) MEEK
Meek, Jessica Lee b Townsville Qld.
Ann Elizabeth Graham sub branch

Meek, Louise Anne b Townsville Qld.


Meek, Jenna Kate b Bunbury.

Meek, Trent Joel b Bunbury.

Meek, Cody Matthew b Cairns Qld.

FAMILY OF ANNETTE RAELENE MELL and KENNETH TAYLOR
Taylor, Jessica b Perth.

FAMILY OF MICHELLE ELIZABETH MELL
Mell, Bryan Anthony b Perth.

FAMILY OF ANDREW JAMES and JENNELLE ROBYN (nee Ford) MELL
Mell, Sherree b Perth.

Mell, Tiara b Perth.

Mell, Tyson b Perth.

FAMILY OF CHRISTINE MARIE STEVENS and LYNDSAO CRAIG WILLIAMS
Williams, Bradley Scott b Perth. Educated Kellerberrin, Merredin. Apprentice cabinet maker in Cunderdin at age 16.

Back: Sonya Williams. Front: Christine Stevens Williams, Lyndsay Williams, Bradley Williams, c2000. Photo from Rosemary Stevens.
Williams, Sonya Naomi  b Kellerberrin. Educated Kellerberrin, Merredin, Cunderdin, Northam. Worked in several office jobs. Child: Jacinta L.


FAMILY OF LEANNE KAY STEVENS and CARL FREDERICK JACOBSON
Jacobson, Jenna Marie  b Kellerberrin. Educated Kellerberrin. Works as shed hand, doing wool classing course. Drives tractors at seeding time. Has done some grape vine pruning.

Nicholas Stevens, Kirby Forster, John Forster, Janice Stevens Forster, Chad Forster, Luke Stevens c2003. Photo from Rosemary Stevens.

Jacobson, Gareth Philip  b Kellerberrin. Educated Kellerberrin.

FAMILY OF JANICE MARGARET STEVENS AND WAYNE ROBERT STEVENS

Stevens, Nicholas Wade  b Kellerberrin. Educated Kellerberrin, Merredin. Partner Toovey, Donna. Child: Bella C.

FAMILY OF JANICE MARGARET STEVENS-FORSTER AND JOHN FRANCIS FORSTER
Forster, Chad Lewis.

Forster, Kirby Lee.

FAMILY OF JANICE MARGARET STEVENS

FAMILY OF DAVID CRISPIN ARMYTAGE
Armytage, Ben  b Sydney NSW.
Ann Elizabeth Graham sub branch

FAMILY OF HEIDIANNE TRUDI (KRIZ) ARMYTAGE
..., Josh b Camperdown, Sydney NSW.

Generation 11
FAMILY OF SONYA NAOMI WILLIAMS
Williams, Jacinta Leigh.

FAMILY OF LUKE PHILIP STEVENS and JESSICA ANDERSON

FAMILY OF NICHOLAS WADE STEVENS and DONNA TOOVEY
Toovey, Bella Charlotte b Northam.

EMILY KADINA GRAHAM SUB BRANCH
Generation 7
FAMILY OF EMILY KADINA GRAHAM and JOHN FARRANT
Farrant, John Lascelles b 1885 d 1887 Albany (drowned in well).

Farrant, Clara Lascelles (Tella) b 3.6.1886 Mt Lofty SA d 2.2.1956 Subiaco WA. Went to school in Kalamunda, travelling by train. Worked as cake decorator for Boans or Foy & Gibson in Perth. Painted WA wildflowers on scarves, ornaments and paintings, which were sold in shops. Lived in Subiaco.

Farrant, William Lascelles b c1890 d 1891 Perth.

Farrant, James Lascelles b 1891 d 22.3.1917. Attended Midland School, travelling by train. Ran away from home at age 13. Enlisted for WWI in SA. Died during the war.

Farrant, Harold Lascelles b 12.4.1895 Guildford d 12.12.1948 Borden. Attended Midland School, travelling by train. Corporal with 10th Light Horse in WWI. Electrical engineer. The Farrants arrived in Borden c1923 (Bignell, 1977). Their first home was a tent and lean to, pitched under a tree, just west of the post office. At the time, Borden consisted of the post office and a black smiths shop. After a few months they built a small timber framed house. One room and the side verandah were used to open a store and tea rooms. Later they purchased 2 blocks next door and built a larger home and service station. Harold was a Justice of the Peace. He was a honorary fishing inspector for Gnowangerup shire and as such had some contact with the Heberle fishing family. Married Beere, Leah 19.5.1920 Perth. She b 16.4.1895 Eucla d 24.3.1981. Children: Margaret K, Harold L, Kathleen L, Barbara L, Hilary L.
Farrant, John Lascelles  b 21.10.1897 Gooseberry Hill d 24.1.1988 Gooseberry Hill. Attended Midland School, travelling by train. John Farrant born and bred at Gooseberry Hill. His family were pioneers to the area. His first home was a mud and stone cottage, in John Farrant Drive, Gooseberry Hill. Spent most of his life in the hills, moving away at age 14, to run a 360ha wheatbelt property at Nungarrin, with his brother. Ran his mother’s dairy farm, after his father died in 1927. Delivered cream to customers in the district. Also worked the orchard and vegetable farm at Gooseberry Hill. Some called him “Reverend John”, as he never swore. Had a fruit farm in the Chittering Valley. Married Taylor, Lilian Rose 27.4.1935 Guildford. The couple moved in to the manager’s house on his parents’ farm. They made many improvements and extensions. Part of the farm (40ha) was sold and subdivided in the 1960s but John and Lilian lived in the house until they died. Lilian b 17.3.1912 Bellevue d 7.7.1998 Redcliffe WA. From Bellevue. She was a music teacher and in later years taught embroidery to girls at Maida Vale Primary School. Children: Dorothy L, Margaret R, Merle J, Jill P. Lived Gooseberry Hill WA in 1988.


Emily Kadina Graham sub branch


Farrant, Mabel Lascelles b 9.5.1907 Gooseberry Hill d 12.3.1987 Greenmount WA, m Crowe, Albert George 12.9.1929 Perth. He b 16.3.1907 Dongara d 1.3.1998 Mahogany Creek, after completing his Army Service, worked as night watchman in army ordinance store in Midland. They lived on a small farm in
Emily Kadina Graham sub branch

Albert Crowe, Mabel Farrant Crowe
c1980. Photo from John Crowe.

Mabel Farrant, Emily Farrant, c1920. Photo from Dorothy Warman.

Emily Farrant Browne, John Farrant, 1984 Perth. Photo from Jill Farrant.
Generation 8
FAMILY OF ARTHUR LASCELLES and GERTRUDE IDA (nee Benari) FARRANT


Roland Farrant, Pam Hepburn Farrant, c1997. Photo from Roland Farrant.

Farrant, Roland Harvard b Subiaco, educated West Leederville, Hale School. Did Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and Economics at University of WA 1939-43.
Between academic years worked on wheat bins. In army in 1940. After graduation went to eastern States. Worked in Industrial Welfare Division of Department of Labour 7 National Service in Melbourne 1943-47. In 1949, was Chief Psychologist at the Commonwealth Acoustic Laboratories in Sydney. Was the first Australian psychologist to begin working in the field of audiology. Wrote manuals on hearing aids and was involved in their research and design. Joined Commonwealth Acoustic Laboratories in 1958 and in 1964 was the Deputy Director of CAL. In 1965 granted scholarship to do Masters and PhD at North West University near Chicago, Illinois USA. Returned to Australia, worked in Sydney. Returned to Canada, later appointed Professor at Laurentian University in Sudbury, Ontario Canada Lived in old English style house at 250 Edmund St, Sudbury, until returned to Perth in 1987. President of Humanist Society of WA c1997-99. Published 29 scientific papers 1952-86. Married Hepburn, Pamela Margaret b Melbourne. Pamela did Arts degree at Melbourne University. Worked as teacher. Lived Claremont WA in 1987-2007. Children: Warwick L, Guy H, Harvard M.

Farrant, Athol Thistlewaite b 10.11.1924 Kalamunda d 25.3.2007 Kalamunda. Educated at West Leederville primary and Perth Boys School. Studied Accountancy. Poultry farmer, m Foulkes, Barbara. Divorced. Barbara was a nurse and later a counsellor. Athol was a shire councillor in Kalamunda Shire and on the board of the Kalamunda Hospital. Athol lived in Gooseberry Hill Rd and then in later years built his home near John Farrant Drive, Gooseberry Hill. Children: Andrew G, Kingsley S, Sally M.

FAMILY OF HAROLD LASCELLES and LEAH (nee Beere) FARRANT


Emily Kadina Graham sub branch
then shared duplex with sister Margaret in Willetton WA. Children: Alison J, Kathryn M.


FAMILY OF JOHN LASCELLES and LILIAN ROSE (nee Taylor) FARRANT

Farrant, Jill Patricia b Midland. Educated Maida Vale, Kalamunda, Governor Stirling High. Worked for Department of Defence (38 years) and as quarantine officer for Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry at Perth International Airport. Has lived in Mt Lawley, Victoria Park and Kalamunda. Lived in Farrant homestead Gooseberry Hill 1992-2007. Ex partner Szpilewski, Franz b Germany. His daughters Aline and Patricia lived with the couple 1980-85. Franz was a concrete sprayer.

Dorothy Farrant Warman, Margaret Farrant Walker, Hilary Farrant Collins, Lilian Taylor Farrant, Jill Farrant, 1994 Kalamunda. Photo from Jill Farrant.

FAMILY OF EMILY LASCELLES FARRANT and WILLIAM GEORGE BROWNE


Lilian Taylor Farrant, Merle Farrant, Jill Farrant, John Warman, Dorothy Farrant Warman, John Farrant, Margaret Farrant, 1958 Kalamunda. Photo from Dorothy Warman.

Ouina Browne Husband, John Husband 1958 Guildford. Photo from Dorothy Warman.
**Emily Kadina Graham sub branch**

Ouina Browne Husband, Emily Farrant Browne, Bill Browne, Dorothy Browne c1960. Photo from Dorothy Warman.

Peter Crowe, Joy Jones Crowe, c2003. Photo from Peter Crowe.

**FAMILY OF MABEL LASCELLES FARRANT and ALBERT GEORGE CROWE**

Crowe, Peter Maxwell m De Jager, Barbara Louise. Divorced. Peter educated at Helena Valley, Midland High, Scholarship to Perth Modern School. Cadet surveyor
Emily Kadina Graham sub branch


Crowe, Alan Francis b Guildford, educated Helena Valley, Greenmount, Midland. Partner Evans, Sylvia from Melville Island, had 2 children. Married Coffin, Irene in Marble Bar. Divorced. Alan left home at age 13, worked on stations in the Kimberleys, then joined a circus, as buck jump rider (1 year). Worked in the Kimberleys yard building, then went buffalo shooting in NT. Worked on stations in Qld, then with boxing troupe in Qld (6 months). Returned home at about 18 years of age, then worked at Point Cloates whaling station (6 months). Worked in mines, including Tennant Creek NT (6 months), Marble Bar (26 years), Kambalda (9 years), Nullagine. Was manager of 4 mines. Was AWU union secretary for a time. Retired South Hedland (6 years) then had 8ha farmlet at Humpty Doo, NT in 1990. Pit bull dog breeder at Humpty Doo. Worked in Aboriginal communities in East Kimberleys before moving to Midland c1997. Children: Albert F, Sylvia I, Adrian M, Evelyn M, Janice M, Arnold H, Alan C, Elsie C. Lived in Midland 2007.

Crowe, Margaret Dean m Counsel, Philip b 21.1.1929 d 29.9.1994. Philip was a farmer at Buntine, then worked in army ordnance stores at Bellevue and finally as research officer with Department of Conservation and Land Management in Perth. Lived Mt Helena WA in 1990. Children: James A, Meryle J, Wendy A, Graham D.

Crowe, John Alexander b Guildford, educated Greenmount, m Singleton, Kaye b c1940 d 5.4.1999. Kaye was from the Helena Valley. She worked for Sunblest dried fruits, packing. After leaving school, John worked in Boya Quarries for 1 year, then worked on farms and in shearing teams in the wheat belt. He lived in Mingenew, Mullewa, Morawa, Yealering and near Bruce Rock. Later he worked in the Kimberleys yard building, with brother Alan. He also worked in Marble Bar mines c1959-62. John worked for Mundaring Shire (2 years c1970-72) and Swan Shire (27 years), mainly on road works. Truck driver and chainsaw operator. Lived in Koongamia 2007. Children: Robert S, Debra K.

Generation 9
FAMILY OF ROLAND HARVARD and PAMELA MARGARET (nee Hepburn) FARRANT
Farrant, Warwick Lascelles b Sydney 4.3.1951 d 3.3.1959 USA.


Farrant, Harvard Mark b Sydney. Did chemistry degree and commenced arts degree at University of Toronto, Canada. In Perth for a year 2004, completed Masters degree at Murdoch University. Renewable energy business. Lived in USA,
Emily Kadina Graham sub branch

FAMILY OF ATHOL THISTLEWAITE and BARBARA (nee Foulkes) FARRANT
Farrant, Andrew Graham. Andrew attended Kalamunda Primary School and Wesley College and then trained as a teacher. Worked in theatre in Darwin in 1980s, where he met wife Victoria. Chief Executive Officer of Country Arts WA.

---

**Farrant, Kingsley Simon (Simon) m Jahangirian, Mehrzed.** Divorced. Simon attended Kalamunda and Gooseberry Hill Primary Schools and Wesley College. He runs a company that supplies mining equipment.


**FAMILY OF FRANCIS ARTHUR LOUIS and MARGARET ESTELLE (Nee Harper) FARRANT**


**Farrant, Michele Margaret Louise** b 14.1.1959 d 15.1.1983 City Beach. Involved in arts.
FAMILY OF KATHLEEN LASCELLES FARRANT and ROBERT MORDEN HARDY RIGG


Rigg, Christopher Robert educated at Aquinas College, m McDonald, Susan in Mildura, Vic. Christopher is a marine engineer, recently based in Mandurah. Children: Jennifer S, Stephen I. Lived in Mandurah 2007.


FAMILY OF BARBARA LASCELLES FARRANT and JOHN HOMER

Emily Kadina Graham sub branch


FAMILY OF HILARY LASCELLES FARRANT and JOHN LESLIE COLLINS

Warman, Ruth Lynn b Subiaco. Educated Walliston Primary, Redcliffe Primary, Belmont High. Qualified as Accountant at WAIT. Recently has worked as sales manager for a software business in Scarborough. Married Noakes, Walter Edward. Divorced. Walter was a truck driver and plant operator. Family lived in Geraldton, Carnamah, Three Springs. Children: Benjamin M, Renee L.


Peter Walker, Irene Hadfield Walker, 1992 Kalgoorlie. Photo from Jill Farrant.

Robert Morganti c1995. Photo from Merle Tyers.
Emily Kadina Graham sub branch

**Walker, Peter Ross** refrigeration electrician, worked in hardware store in Kalgoorlie, managed hardware store in Esperance, m **Hadfield, Irene Joy** in Kalgoorlie. Irene a nurse. Lived in Esperance 2007.


**FAMILY OF MERLE JEAN FARRANT and RAYMOND ROBERT TYERS**

**Tyers, Lesley Anne** b Esperance, educated Morawa, Kojonup, Busselton, Greenwood primary, Greenwood high, English degree at WAIT (now Curtin), Business degree and Masters at Curtin university. Worked at McDonalds part time, worked as bar maid, worked for Department of Training, then TAFE. In 2007 lived in Floreat. Married **Clemens, Russell Steven** in Claremont. Divorced. He worked for Mines/Minerals and Energy Department, in computers. In 2007 he lived at Safety Bay. Partner **Hall, Derek Shane**. Separated.

Lesley Tyers Clemens, Brett Tyers, 1995 Claremont. Photo from Merle Tyers.

Brett Tyers, Maria Clark, c1992. Photo from Merle Tyers.
FAMILY OF JILL PATRICIA FARRANT and ex partner FRANZ SZPILEWSKI


FAMILY OF PETER MAXWELL and BARBARA LOUISE (nee De Jager) CROWE


FAMILY OF ALAN FRANCIS and IRENE (nee Coffin) CROWE

Crowe, Sylvia Irene b 1959 d c1980.

Crowe, Adrian Mark m Worrell, Mandy. Divorced. Children: 1 daughter. Lived in South Hedland.


Crowe, Arnold Hunt b 1965 d 10.11.1972 Kambalda West.


FAMILY OF MARGARET DEAN CROWE and PHILIP COUNSEL


Counsel, Wendy Anne accountant, worked for Australian Taxation Office, m Hinchcliffe, Stephen, m Bleakley, Grant. Lived in USA 2007?
Counsel, Graham Dean m Tsantis, Mimika Domniki. Graham worked for a radio station in Melbourne. Child: Alexandra C.

FAMILY OF EVELYN WENDY CROWE and PERCY CHARLES TAYLOR

Taylor, Alan Charles m ..., Wilma. Alan worked in the mines at Kalgoorlie, then as a builder in near Kingaroy, Queensland. Child: Lawrence C. In Queensland 2007.


FAMILY OF VERONICA CROWE and SHAUN HEARN


Generation 10
FAMILY OF GUY and SUSAN (nee McArthur) FARRANT

FAMILY OF HARVARD MARK and ANNE (nee Park) FARRANT
Farrant, Rosemary Carole b Canada.

Farrant, Malcolm Robert b Canada.

FAMILY OF ANDREW GRAHAM and VICTORIA SUZANNE (nee Laurie) FARRANT
Farrant, Anna Victoria b Perth. Educated Gooseberry Hill, Helena College. Spent year in Brazil as exchange student. Doing Arts-law at Murdoch University.


FAMILY OF SALLY MEREDITH FARRANT and LAHMEH BAHREMAND-AGHDESI
Bahremand-Aghdesi, Alexander Bijan.

Bahremand- Aghdesi, Andre Nabil.

FAMILY OF SALLY MEREDITH FARRANT and SEAN JOHNSTON

FAMILY OF ROBIN LEAH RIGG and GEOFFREY JOHN GREGSON
Gregson, Rebecca. In 2007 worked for Telstra in Perth.


Matthew Gregson, Rebecca Gregson, c1998. Photo from Kathleen Rigg.
FAMILY OF CHRISTOPHER ROBERT and SUSAN (nee McDonald) RIGG
Rigg, Jennifer Susan. At school in Mandurah 2007.

Rigg, Stephan Iaan. At school in Mandurah 2007.

FAMILY OF ANTHONY JAMES and MELINDA (nee Dorey) RIGG
Rigg, Jennifer Susan. Worked for supermarket in Perth.

Rigg, Daniel. Attended John Forrest High School. Worked in a Perth Myers store.

FAMILY OF ALISON JANE HOMER and CHRISTOPHER FRANK BUTTRESS
Buttress, James John.

FAMILY OF KATHRYN MARGARET HOMER and JULIAN SEAN EDWARDS
Edwards, Jarrod Scott.

Edwards, Gemma Jane.

FAMILY OF GEOFFREY MICHAEL and TRACEY LILIAN (nee Weldon) COLLINS
Collins, Liam Michael.

FAMILY OF JEAN MARIE WARMAN and PHILIP ROBERT FRANCIS GORS


Brook Gors, Jean Warman Gors, Phil Gors, Leigh Gors, 2001 Perth.
Photo from Dorothy Warman.
FAMILY OF RUTH LYNNE WARMAN and WALTER EDWARD NOAKES


Monica Viviani 2007 Perth. Photo from Colleen Viviani.

Alistair Viviani 2007 Perth. Photo from Colleen Viviani.

Ben Noakes, Renee Noakes, Ruth Warman Noakes, 2002 Perth. Photo from Dorothy Warman.

FAMILY OF DAVID LAWRENCE and ANDRELIN VILLAR (Josie) (nee Policarpo) WALKER


FAMILY OF COLLEEN ANNE WALKER and HUGO JOHN VIVIANI


FAMILY OF SHIRLEY LYNETTE WALKER and ROBERT MORGANTI


Morganti, Steven. In Henley Brook 2007.

FAMILY OF BRETT ANDREW TYERS and MARIA DIANE CLARK
Clark, Jake James Hugh (adopted by Brett Tyers).

Clark, Oscar Charlie.

Clark, Penny Katinka Rose.
Penny Clark, Jake Clark, Oscar Clark, c2003. Photo from Merle Tyers.

FAMILY OF JAMES ALBERT and JANE KING (nee Hu) COUNSEL
Counsel, Christine.

Counsel, Katherine.

FAMILY OF MERYLE JANE COUNSEL and JOHN BASSETT

FAMILY OF MERYLE JANE COUNSEL and TREVOR GILLAM


FAMILY OF GRAHAM DEAN and MIMIKA DOMNIKI (nee Tsantis) COUNSEL
Counsel, Alexandra Calliopi Tsantis.

FAMILY OF DAVID CHARLES and KAREN (nee Hart) TAYLOR


FAMILY OF ALAN CHARLES and WILMA TAYLOR

FAMILY OF ROBERT SHANE and JULIE (nee Ballard) CROWE
Crowe, Elizabeth Kaye lived Coodanup, near Rockingham 2007.

Crowe, Vida Leanne lived Coodanup, near Rockingham 2007.
Crowe, Daphne lived Coodanup, near Rockingham 2007.

FAMILY OF ROBERT SHANE and JULIE FOWKES
Crowe, Jonathon Shane lived Rockingham area 2007.

Crowe, Rhesa Anne lived Rockingham area 2007.

Crowe, Ashley lived Rockingham area 2007.

Crowe, Chenese lived Rockingham area 2007.

FAMILY OF DEBRA KAYE CROWE and RODNEY LONG
Crowe, Windsor b Kelmscott, lived in Midland 2007.

Windsor Crowe c2000. Photo from John Crowe.

Generation 11
FAMILY OF LINDA DANIELLE TAYLOR and JUSTIN GRIMM

CLARA OAKLEY GRAHAM SUB BRANCH
Generation 7
FAMILY OF CLARA OAKLEY GRAHAM and MICHAEL RYAN
Ryan, Katherine b 1890. Joined Queen Alexandra Forces WWI, British Army nurses. Worked as district Nurse. Lived in Harper Tce, South Perth.

Ryan, Eileen b 1892 d c1930. Teacher. Lived in South Perth.

Ryan, Ethel b 1896.

Ethel Ryan 1896. Photo from Pauline Heberle.

Michael Ryan, Bernice Ryan, 1950 South Perth. Photo from Pauline Graham.

Ryan, Doreen b 1898, m Beere, Roderick.


Ryan, Sheila b c1902. Played Chello. Went to London before marriage to Shaw, Oliver. Oliver was a Queens Counsel from England. He worked at the Nurenburg Trials after WWII. He worked in Kenya, New Hebrides, New Guinea, then WA.


Ryan, Jessie b c1908. Worked for YMCA as a cook. Expert cook, often worked at Government House when the Governor General was present.
Sheila Ryan Shaw, 1977 West Perth. Photo from Graham Bowden.

Doreen Ryan Beere c1930. Photo from Kathleen Rigg.

Doreen Ryan Beere, Roderick Beer c1920. Photo from Kathleen Rigg.

---

**Generation 8**

**FAMILY OF DONALD WILLIAM MICHAEL and BERNICE (nee Pugh) RYAN**

Ryan, Bernice.

Ryan, Barry. Lived in Perth.

---

**FAMILY OF BRIAN OAKLEY and ADA RYAN**

Ryan, Michael.

Generation 9
FAMILY OF BRIAN FRANK and ROBIN (nee Woodhams) RYAN
Ryan, Luisa.

Ryan, Anthony.

Ryan, John.

ELIZABETH MATILDA GRAHAM SUB BRANCH
Generation 7
FAMILY OF ÉLIZABETH MATILDA GRAHAM and CHARLES JAMES ANNEAR
Annear, Emily Dorothy b 1895 Perth d 1896 Perth.

Annear, Emily Olive Dorothy Anne b c1897 Geraldton, m Stokeall. Wilf. Child: Enid.

Annear, Enid b c1899.

Annear, Jenny b c1902.
Elizabeth Matilda Graham sub branch
Annear, Halissa b c1905.

Generation 8
FAMILY OF DOROTHY ANNEAR and WILF STOKEALL

Generation 9
FAMILY OF ENID STOKEALL and ROLAND ZDANOWICZ
Zdanowicz, Jenny (adopted).

Zdanowicz, Helena.

JOHN WALTER WATSON GRAHAM SUB BRANCH
Generation 7
FAMILY OF JOHN WALTER WATSON and MOLLY (nee Mirning) GRAHAM
Graham, Tom Wylie b c1893 Nullabor. Father JWW Graham, mother unknown.

Graham, Amy b c1895 Nullabor. Father JWW Graham, mother unknown.


Duncan Graham c1950. Photo from Daisy Farrell.
John Walter Watson Graham sub branch

Graham, Harry (adopted ?) b c1902 Israelite Bay d Carnarvon. Harry worked on stations and also collected sandalwood. Children: William, John, Margaret, Christine (adopted).

Graham, Duncan Fraser b 1909 Pine Hill or Bowinga Station near Esperance, d Carnarvon, m Taylor, Violet. Duncan was a fisherman in Shark Bay. He then worked on stations east of Norseman. He also worked as a mailman, delivering mail by horse to stations. Later he lived in Geraldton and in the Carnarvon area. Child: Daisy.


Graham, John b 1.6.1915 Norseman, m Jones, Dorothy b Cue d Mt Magnet. John worked on stations, telegraph line, Water supply (Carnarvon) and Main Roads (Carnarvon). He served in Lae and the Middle East during WWII. Wounded twice. Child: Barbara A. Barbara’s mother Dorothy Jones had the following children with William Fogarty: Lloyd, Laurel, Edith, George, Josephine. Barbara also had a step-brother: Charles Harvey.

Graham, Pearl b Shark Bay area. After Pearl was born, her mother placed her with Willy and Lena Lefroy at Shark Bay. Her mother died shortly after. In 1934 her father asked for her to return to him at Rawlinna but this was refused. Married Cross, James Fabion (b c1918 d c2001) in Geraldton. He was a fisherman in Shark Bay area. Lived in Geraldton from c1998. Children: Jessie P, James J, Marlene T, Yvonne L, Nola K, Graham, George, Marianne.
John Walter Watson Graham sub branch

|-------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------|
FAMILY OF JACK GRAHAM

FAMILY OF HARRY GRAHAM and EILEEN HART


FAMILY OF DUNCAN FRASER and VIOLET (nee Taylor) GRAHAM

FAMILY OF ROBIN ADAIR and VIOLET (nee Dimer) GRAHAM
Graham, Sonny b Balladonia Station, m Renfrey, Frances in Norseman. Frances b Wagin, educated Kukerin. Did nurses aid course at Busselton Hospital, nursed at Corrigin, Perth, Marri Bank Baptist Mission near Katanning, Norseman Church of Christ Children’s Home. Did 3 years at Bible Training College in Sydney then worked in Norseman Aboriginal Children’s Home as cook then nurse. Also worked in clothing store in Norseman. At Norseman church mission 1965-82. Worked as school nurse in Christian Aboriginal Parents School Esperance 1997-2000. Sonny a Church of Christ Minister. He was educated at Norseman Church of Christ mission
John Walter Watson Graham sub branch


Graham, Francise b 2.5.1944 Ryans Well d 17.2.1947.


FAMILY OF DIDLA GRAHAM


Graham, John Walter (Danny) b Kalgoorlie, m Bonney, Rosemary. Danny was educated at Rawlinna, Boulder, Kalgoorlie and Norseman but left school at 13. Danny started working on Frazers Range Station at age 13, then Southern Hills, Binningingia, Noondoonia, Balladonia, Nanambinia. Later he was manager of Frazers Range Station, Southern Hills, Nanambinia, Adeline and Pinjin stations. Worked on farms in Esperance area. He worked as a dogger with his father and still works as a dogger. Worked for Agriculture Protection Board for 9 years in 1980s-90s. has been sub contractor to Department of Conservation and Land Management for baiting foxes, cats, dogs. Was instrumental in forming the Graham Land and Sea Aboriginal Corporation in 1967, to obtain farm land. A 1616ha property at Condingup, east of Esperance, was purchased by the Indigenous Land Corporation in 1999 and in 2002 transferred to the Graham Corporation. Danny Graham is farm manager and brother Darrell Graham is supervisor. Until June 2007, up to 10 people have been employed under the Community Development Employment Program (work for the dole). The Grahams have had 2500 sheep agisted on the farm and a neighbouring farmer grows barley, oats, wheat and
John Walter Watson Graham sub branch


Kevin Dalgety, Ethel Graham, Gavin Rundle, Deon Rundle, Troy Rundle, c2000. Photo from Danny Graham.

Darrell Graham, 2002 Condingup. Photo from Darrell Graham.


FAMILY OF JOHN GRAHAM and DOROTHY JONES

FAMILY OF PEARL GRAHAM and JAMES CROSS


Cross, Yvonne Lena Mary b Geraldton, educated Shark Bay, has worked in schools, including Rangeway Primary School, m O’Neill, Kenneth James. Children: Kenneth J, Steven J, Leslie. Lived in Geraldton 2007.


Cross, George b Geraldton, educated Shark Bay, worked in Newman mines.


FAMILY OF JOHN and MINA (nee Khan) GRAHAM


Mavis Graham Frost, Mareka Jones, 2001 Esperance. Photo from John & Lurlene Graham.
**FAMILY OF MARGARET GRAHAM**


---

**FAMILY OF CHRISTINE DALGETY**


Kennedy, Jacqueline. Children: 3.


FAMILY OF DAISY GRAHAM and ROBERT FARRELL


FAMILY OF SONNY and FRANCES (nee Renfrey) GRAHAM


Graham, Gaye Elizabeth b Norseman, educated in Norseman and Esperance. Worked as receptionist for 7 years at Christian Aboriginal Parents School (CAPS) near Esperance, travelled overseas for 6 months, followed by 18 months in Victoria. For past 5 years has worked as teacher’s assistant for CAPS. Lived in Gibson 2007.
FAMILY OF JOHN and MELBA (nee Munmurrie) GRAHAM

FAMILY OF JOHN and LURLENE DAWN (nee Rogers) GRAHAM


Graham, John Craig b Norseman d 1978 Norseman.

FAMILY OF VINCENT EDWARD and EDNA (nee Dymer) GRAHAM


**John Walter Watson Graham sub branch**

**Graham, Carl** m **Kennedy, Georgina.** Children: Iesha, Vincent, Carl. Lived in Esperance 2007.


**Graham, Lurlene.** In Sydney 2007.

**FAMILY OF GEOFFREY GRAHAM**


**FAMILY OF DAVID ROY and LYNETTE (nee Whitely) GRAHAM**


**Graham, Yvette** m **Cameron, Robert.** Children: Shian, Royden, Jaymen, Nikkea, Robert, Domonic. Lived in Norseman 2007.


---

John Walter Watson Graham sub branch

Family OF YVONNE MARLYN GRAHAM and CLARRIE GREEN
Green, Leon in Mt Margaret 2007. Children: 1.


FAMILY OF HAROLD JOHN GRAHAM and PAULINE TUCKER

FAMILY OF KATHLEEN LYNETTE GRAHAM and LAURENCE THOMAS

Thomas, Laurence.


FAMILY OF HECTOR ROBERT and MARGARET (nee Thomas) GRAHAM

FAMILY OF BARRY MICHAEL and VIVIANE GRAHAM


FAMILY OF NOELENE FAY GRAHAM and NOEL MEAGH


FAMILY OF MARLENE FAY GRAHAM

Hansen, Valerie June b c1962, died.


Dimer, Carolyn Regina b c1975, died.


FAMILY OF MAURINE MAY GRAHAM
Tucker, Barry Edward b c1964, died.


Tucker, Clint b c1966, died.


**John Walter Watson Graham sub branch**

**Tucker, Sophia Ann** b c1972, died.


**Tucker, Candita Louise** b c1977, died.


**FAMILY OF ETHEL SUSANNA GRAHAM**

**Rundle, Gavin**. Child: Zoe. Lived in Kalgoorlie 2007?


**FAMILY OF JOHN WALTER (DANNY) GRAHAM and ROSEMARY BONNEY**


---

**James Champion, Michelle Graham Champion**
c2004. Photo from Danny Graham.
John Walter Watson Graham sub branch


FAMILY OF ROBIN JAMES GRAHAM


FAMILY OF GARY NEVILLE GRAHAM


FAMILY OF DARRELL STEWART GRAHAM


FAMILY OF ELISABETH DEBORAH GRAHAM


Stewart Graham c1996. Photo from Danny Graham.

Lillian Nelson c2002. Photo from Darrell Graham.
FAMILY OF DELMA CECELIA GRAHAM
Graham, Maurine Tina m Jenning, Dean, m Dodd, Alan. Children: Siana, Dean, Teddie, Lawrence, Shay. Lived in Kalgoorlie 2007?


FAMILY OF VICTOR LESLIE GRAHAM and AUDREY NELSON


Melanie Reid, Violet Goldsmith Graham, c2000. Photo from Danny Graham.

FAMILY OF BARBARA ANNE GRAHAM and KEVIN MERRITT


FAMILY OF JESSIE PEARL CROSS and GILBERT HYATT
Cross, Frances Regina. Died.


Hyatt, Steven Lewin. Died.


FAMILY OF JAMES JOHN FABION CROSS and BEVERLY DICKERSON


FAMILY OF MARLENE THERESA CROSS and FRANK BRADLEY


FAMILY OF YVONNE LENA MARY CROSS and LES O’NEILL


FAMILY OF NOLA KATHLEEN GRACE CROSS


FAMILY OF GRAHAM CROSS and YVONNE WEBSDALE


FAMILY OF MARIANNE CROSS and DAVID DRAGE


FAMILY OF ROBBIE CROSS

Generation 10
FAMILY OF MICHELLE GRAHAM and SHANE MacDONALD
Winton, Tanja in Carnarvon 2005.

Graham, Lacey in Carnarvon 2005.
MacDonald, Carissa in Carnarvon 2005.

MacDonald, Telia in Carnarvon 2005.

MacDonald, Channell in Carnarvon 2005.

MacDonald, Kian in Carnarvon 2005.

FAMILY OF HAROLD and TERESA (nee Michael) GRAHAM


Graham, Dakota in Bunbury 2007.

FAMILY OF JACQUELINE GRAHAM and PETER MICHAEL


FAMILY OF PAMELA GRAHAM and STEVEN JAMIESON


FAMILY OF CLIFTON GRAHAM and NATALIE DEAN


Graham, Bianca in Broome 2007.


Graham, Jordan in Broome 2007.

Graham, David in Broome 2007.

Graham, James in Broome 2007.
John Walter Watson Graham sub branch


FAMILY OF NATHANE GRAHAM and MELISSA FORREST


FAMILY OF MINA GRAHAM and JASON SAHANA


FAMILY OF GARY GRAHAM and TAMALEE KICKETT
Cooyou, Jarrad in Geraldton 2007.

McKenzie, Donald in Geraldton 2007.

Kickett, Tiana in Geraldton 2007.

Graham, Peta in Geraldton 2007.

Graham, Gary in Geraldton 2007.

FAMILY OF LAURINA GRAHAM and JASON BURKE
Burke, Jace in Geraldton 2007.

Burke, Sheldon in Geraldton 2007.

Burke, Joshua in Geraldton 2007.

Burke, Makailia in Geraldton 2007.

FAMILY OF MAREKA JONES
Dalgety, Danielle in Dongara 2007.

Dalgety, Katelynn in Dongara 2007.

Dalgety, Jade in Dongara 2007.

Yarran, Andrew in Dongara 2007.

FAMILY OF DANIEL JONES and VERONICA KERLY
Jones, Lilymay in Geraldton 2007.
John Walter Watson Graham sub branch
Jones, Decklin in Geraldton 2007.

FAMILY OF BRENDON GRAHAM and TERRI COUNSELLOR
Graham, Hana. Lived in Perth, Carnarvon.

Joshua Burke, Jason Burke, Jace Burke (back), Makailia Burke, Laurina Graham Burke, Sheldon Burke, c2003. Photo from Danny Graham.

FAMILY OF CONNIE FARRELL


FAMILY OF JAY FARRELL


FAMILY OF RHONDA GRAHAM and TERRY SMILER


Hana Graham c2006. Photo from Daisy Farrell.

FAMILY OF RUSSELL and DEBRA (nee Jacobs) GRAHAM
Graham, Braydon Outstanding in sport. Swimming and athletics champion at North Mandurah Primary, Sportsman of the Year 2006. Also Student councilor and faction captain. Selected to enroll at private school: Frederick Irwan High School in Mandurah. Lived in Mandurah 2007.

Graham, Shenae in Mandurah 2007.


FAMILY OF TREENIE MUNMURRIE and ANTHONY DIMER


FAMILY OF ALLEN JOHN and CHARLOTTE (nee Richards) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF MAVIS GRAHAM and ALBERT FROST

Adrian Graham, Justin, Adrian Rule, Jonathon Frost, Allen Graham, 1990. Photo from John & Lurlene Graham.


FAMILY OF WAYNE JACOB GRAHAM and DIANE MAHER


Graham, Matthew.


FAMILY OF DAVID SCOTT and ROBYN (nee Richards) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF SHANE and SAMANTHA (Nee Nannup) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF VICKI GRAHAM and HARRY NANNUP


FAMILY OF CARL and GEORGINA (nee Kennedy) GRAHAM


Iesha Graham c2003. Photo from John & Lurlene Graham.

FAMILY OF ALWYN and SHERRYN (nee Richards) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF JOHNINE GRAHAM and REX
..., Malachi in NSW 2007.

..., Madison in NSW 2007.

..., David in NSW 2007.

FAMILY OF YVETTE GRAHAM and ROBERT CAMERON
Cameron, Shian in Norseman 2007.

Cameron, Royden in Norseman 2007.

Cameron, Jayman in Norseman 2007.

Cameron, Nikkea in Norseman 2007.

Cameron, Robert in Norseman 2007.

Cameron, Domonic in Norseman 2007.

Royden Cameron 2005. Photo from John & Lurlene Graham.

FAMILY OF DAVINA GRAHAM and HOWARD JACKSON
..., Shannon in NSW 2007.

..., Wayde in NSW 2007.

FAMILY OF DAMIEN GREEN
Green, Sonny.

FAMILY OF SHEENA GRAHAM
FAMILY OF CELESTE THOMAS
..., Zane in Kalgoorlie 2007.

FAMILY OF LORRAINE FAY HANSEN and WARREN BLOWES


FAMILY OF MELISSA MAUREEN DIMER

Dimer, James in Kalgoorlie 2005.

Dimer, Melissa in Kalgoorlie 2005.

FAMILY OF DWAYNE ERIC DIMER and LYNENE BLIZZARD
Blizzard, Pamela in Condingup 2007.

FAMILY OF CYRIL FREDERICK TUCKER
Evans, Marita in Coolgardie 2005.

Spring, Jamie in Coolgardie 2005.

FAMILY OF TANYA MARIE TUCKER


Dorizzi, Kevin in Kalgoorlie 2007.

Dorizzi, Jordan in Kalgoorlie 2007.

FAMILY OF RODNEY CRAIG TUCKER and STACEY MILLER
Miller, Danielle in Kalgoorlie 2005.

Miller, Ducinta in Kalgoorlie 2005.

FAMILY OF CHANTEILLE CHERIE TUCKER


FAMILY OF GAVIN RUNDLE
FAMILY OF DEON RUNDLE
Rundle, Quinten in Kalgoorlie 2007.

FAMILY OF MICHELLE ANNETTE GRAHAM and JAMES CHAMPION


FAMILY OF ROBYN LEANNE GRAHAM
Graham, Taralee in Kalgoorlie area 2007.


Graham, George in Kalgoorlie area 2007.

Graham, Ethan in Kalgoorlie area 2007.

FAMILY OF DELAMINA TRACY GRAHAM

Smith, Chelsea at school in Kalgoorlie 2007.

Smith, Gavin at school in Coolgardie 2007.

Smith, Dylan at school in Kalgoorlie 2007.

Smith, Isaiah at school in Kalgoorlie 2007.


FAMILY OF ROBERTA JUNE GRAHAM

Clinch, Gavin in Esperance 2007.


FAMILY OF DANIEL JOHN GRAHAM and FELICITY CHAMPION


FAMILY OF KYLIE ROSE GRAHAM and GRANTLEE PENNY
Penny, Bon in Kalgoorlie 2005.

Penny, Kylie in Kalgoorlie 2005.

FAMILY OF STEWART SEAN GRAHAM


FAMILY OF STACEY TARRYN GRAHAM


FAMILY OF CHARLENE VIOLET GRAHAM and ADAM BONNEY


Bonney, Kane in Kalgoorlie 2007.


FAMILY OF LYNDON GRAHAM


FAMILY OF NAOMIE BECK
..., Randell in Kalgoorlie 2007.

..., Decklin in Kalgoorlie 2007.

FAMILY OF STEPHANIE BECK and ASHLEY MILLER
Miller, Renae in Kalgoorlie 2007.

FAMILY OF MAURINE TINA GRAHAM
John Walter Watson Graham sub branch


Dodd, Teddie in Kalgoorlie 2007.


Dodd, Shay in Kalgoorlie 2007.

FAMILY OF LAURENCE CONWAY REID
Reid, Justin in Condingup 2007?

FAMILY OF JEFFREY CONWAY REID

FAMILY OF SHANNON NELSON

FAMILY OF TARALEE GRAHAM

FAMILY OF CLAYTON GRAHAM

FAMILY OF KEVIN JOHN MERRITT and JULIANNE LITTLE

FAMILY OF GEMMA MARGARET MERRITT and CRAIG LESTER PICKETT

Merritt, Ashley Dean in Geraldton 2007.

Pickett, Jessie at school in Geraldton 2007.

Pickett, Chrysilla at school in Quairading 2007.

Pickett, Kyle at school in Quairading 2007.

FAMILY OF LEONIE EDITH MERRITT and EUGENE HUMES
Merritt, Bianca Lee at school in Geraldton 2007.

Humes, Christopher in Geraldton 2007.

Humes, Jamie in Geraldton 2007.

Humes, Claudia in Geraldton 2007.
Humes, Shaquilla in Geraldton 2007.

FAMILY OF CHARLES ADRIAN MERRITT


FAMILY OF SHARON GRACE MERRITT and ROSS GRAHAM STOREY
Storey, Celine Verna at school in Narrogin 2007.

Storey, Juanna Ross at school in Narrogin 2007.

Storey, Raymond Charles in Narrogin 2007.

FAMILY OF ROBYN EILEEN MERRITT and CLINTON BLURTON


Blurton, Philippa Molly in Perth 2007.


FAMILY OF CHARMAINE ANNE MERRITT and DWAYNE COLIN ASHWIN
Ashwin, Deliha Doris at school in Geraldton 2007.


Ashwin, Kobe Kevin in Geraldton 2007.

Ashwin Dwayne Delston in Geraldton 2007.

FAMILY OF ANTHONY JAMES CROSS

Matthew Cross, Louise Cross, c1998 Perth. Photo from Jessie Hyatt.

FAMILY OF LORRAINE FRANCES HYATT and ANTHONY PERICH
Perich, Michael in Gidgegannup 2007.

FAMILY OF GILBERT LEWIN HYATT and JANICE


FAMILY OF MICHAEL JAMES HYATT and CAROLINE HAIGE
Haige, Jamie in Calingiri 2007.

Crook, Steve in Calingiri 2007.

Crook, Michael in Calingiri 2007.

Crook, Jackson in Calingiri 2007.

FAMILY OF PAUL FREDERICK and LISA (nee Truman) HYATT


Janlee, Jay Hyatt, Wayne Hyatt, Kylie Hyatt, Velemer, O'Shea Hyatt. Photo from Jessie Hyatt.

Steve Crook, Jamie Crook, Michael Crook, c2002 Perth. Photo from Jessie Hyatt.

FAMILY OF FABIAN GEORGE and TANYA (nee Wilbraham) HYATT


FAMILY OF STEPHANIE PATRICIA HYATT and STEVE FREESTONE
Hyatt, Bo in Calingiri 2007.

Freestone, Crystal in Calingiri 2007.

Freestone, Jake in Calingiri 2007.

Freestone, Steven in Calingiri 2007.

Freestone, Amy in Calingiri 2007.
FAMILY OF NICOLE ANN HYATT and AMOND BURDETT


Burdett, Hannah in Pickering Brook 2007.

Burdett, Kaleb in Pickering Brook 2007.

FAMILY OF HILDA PEARL CROSS


Cross, Michael.


Cross, Jamie Lee.

Cross, Nicole in Geraldton 2007.

**FAMILY OF JAMES JOHN FABIAN CROSS**
Cross, Matthew in Mirrabooka, Perth 2007.

**FAMILY OF YVETTE LENA MARY CROSS**

Cross, Ashley in Perth 2007.


**FAMILY OF JACQUELINE PATRICIA CROSS**
Cross, Bevan in Geraldton 2007.

Cross, Travall in Geraldton 2007.

**FAMILY OF ROBERTA CROSS and MALCOLM MONGOO**


FAMILY OF ROGER CROSS and JENNY DOUGLAS


FAMILY OF RICHARD CROSS
Cross, Mariah in Geraldton 2007.

Cross, Patrick in Geraldton 2007.

Cross, Kieser in Geraldton 2007.

Cross, Shandnoby in Geraldton 2007.

Aiden Parnaby c1997 Perth. Photo from Nola Rattray.

Nakisha Cross, Natasha Cross, c2002 Perth. Photo from Nola Rattray.

FAMILY OF STEVEN JOHN O’NEILL

FAMILY OF NATASHA PEARL CROSS and ERNIE BROWN


FAMILY OF BRIAN JOHN CROSS and ALISA LOGABATU


FAMILY OF GINA CROSS and SANDY McEWEN

McEwen, Ashley in Geraldton 2007.

McEwen, Alex in Geraldton 2007.


FAMILY OF MATTHEW CROSS

John Walter Watson Graham sub branch

Generation 11
FAMILY OF ALLEN and KAREENA (nee Ryder) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF ADRIAN and BRYANA (nee Williams) GRAHAM

Bryana Williams Graham, Adrian Graham, Adriana Graham 2006. Photo from John & Lurlene Graham.
FAMILY OF REBECCA GRAHAM  
..., Malcolm.

..., Lecretia.

FAMILY OF JONATHON and TASHAE FROST  

FAMILY OF KEVIN TREVOR MERRITT  
Merritt, Kevin Steven Aline in Perth 2007.


FAMILY OF ALAINE JAY MERRITT and SHANNON SCHWARZE  
Schwarze, Rianna Rochanne in Geraldton 2007.

FAMILY OF KYLIE HYATT  

Family OF SHANNON CROSS  

FAMILY OF VANESSA CROSS and JAMES BROCKMAN  
Cross, Keegan in Geraldton 2007.
Cross, Kitisha in Geraldton 2007.

**FAMILY OF JAMIE CROSS and TAMMIE DANIELS**
Cross, Aisha in Geraldton 2007.

Cross, Kideem in Geraldton 2007.

**FAMILY OF ALYSA CROSS and DALE MARSHALL**


**EDMUND EYRE GRAHAM SUB BRANCH**

*Generation 7*

**FAMILY OF EDMUND EYRE and MARY EMMA (nee Hancock) GRAHAM**
Graham, Frances Emily b 10.8.1909, m Cowcher, Ernest A, farmer at Culbin, Williams. Child: George F.

---


Graham, Edith Edmunda b 1.7.1914 Narrogin, music teacher, m Harding, Arthur Reginald, who owned a garage in Williams, was in Qld during WWII. Children:
Edmund Eyre Graham sub branch
Graham, Gloria; m Best, Ronald; m Thomas, Philip; m Carew-Hopkins, John. In 2007 Edith lived in a nursing home in Perth.

FAMILY OF EDMUND EYRE and GLADYS (nee Odgers) GRAHAM
Graham, William Edward. Lived in Kalgoorlie, then Port Hedland.

Generation 8
FAMILY OF FRANCES EMILY GRAHAM and ERNEST A COWCHER
Cowcher, George Francis Stanford farmer Culbin, Williams, m Hogan, Elisabeth (Betty) in Williams. Children: Kerry, George, Corrine.

FAMILY OF EDITH EDMUNDA GRAHAM and ARTHUR REGINALD HARDING
Harding, Graham, b Williams, educated Williams, Narrogin, Guildford Grammar School, farmer Williams, Corrigin, Mukinbudin, shire councillor, m McTavish, Verna. Verna b Bridgetown, educated Bridgetown, trained in nursing at Fremantle and Tasmania (midwifery), nurses in Bunbury, Sydney, Narrogin. Children: Justine E, Simon G, Ainslie A.

Harding, Gloria b Williams, educated Williams, Perth College, worked as secretary, then did law at McQuarie University in Sydney, worked for Attorney General’s Department in Canberra, then as lawyer in Sydney, m Coroneos, Alex. He worked in music industry, for EMI in Sydney. Child: Catherine. Lived in Sydney 2007.

Generation 9
FAMILY OF GEORGE FRANCIS STANFORD COWCHER and ELISABETH HOGAN
Cowcher, Kerry. Worked in Fremantle hospital.

Cowcher, Corrine m Watts, .... School teacher. Married, 2 children.

FAMILY OF GRAHAM HARDING and Verna McTAVISH
Harding, Justine Elisabeth, educated Williams, St Marys, m Chitty, Andrew Charles, farmer near Williams. Children: Hannah H, Ellena G, Philippa A.

Harding, Simon Graham McTavish, educated Williams, Scotch College, farmer near Williams m Jones, Bronwyn. Children: Rachel C, Oliver M.


Edmund Eyre Graham sub branch

FAMILY OF GLORIA HARDING and ALEX CORONEOS

Generation 10
FAMILY OF JUSTINE ELISABETH HARDING and ANDREW CHARLES CHITTY
Chitty, Hannah Helen. At school in Williams 2007.


FAMILY OF SIMON GRAHAM McTAVISH and BRONWYN (nee Jones) HARDING
Harding, Rachel Claire. At school in Williams 2007.

Harding, Oliver McTavish. At school in Williams 2007.

JESSIE JUANITA GRAHAM SUB BRANCH
Generation 7
FAMILY OF JESSIE JUANITA GRAHAM and JOHN BURNETT
Burnett, Stan b c1908.

Burnett, Olive Graham b c1909 d 15.3.1983 South Perth.

Burnett, Keith b c1910.
Burnett, John Talbot Graham m Wells, Audrey. He was an army captain in WWII, who was mentioned in despatches. Lived Caloundra Qld in 1990.

Burnett, Geoff.

Burnett, Ewen Alexander Graham b 1913, d 21.8.1998 Bentley, Perth WA.

Burnett, Jean.


Burnett, Audrey.

Generation 8
FAMILY OF JOHN TALBOT GRAHAM BURNETT and AUDREY WELLS
Burnett, Geoffrey m ..., Diedre.

Burnett, Roslyn.

FAMILY OF EUNICE BURNETT and FR BIRCH
Birch, David.

GEORGE GORDON GRAHAM SUB BRANCH
Generation 7
FAMILY OF GEORGE GORDON and ERMA ERNESTINE (nee Hancock) GRAHAM


Graham, Arthur John Montrose worked as fitter in mines at Collie, Youanmi, m Riley, Lola.

Graham, Gordon William Kitchener b 13.4.1915 d 15.11.1942 WWII War training accident.

Graham, Emily Maude Lorraine m Murphy, Aaron, accountant in Narrogin. Lived in Williams, then Narrogin. In 2007 Emily lived in Carinyah nursing home Narrogin. Child: David.

Graham, Thelma Peace, worked in offices in Williams, m Higham, Harry. Harry was a farmer near Williams. Children: Howard, Barbara, Debra, John. Married Hosford, Robert in Perth. Robert was an engineer, who worked as a building

James Colin Graham 1910. Photo from Pauline Heberle.

FAMILY OF GEORGE GORDON and MARY FLORENCE (nee Lewis) GRAHAM


Harry Graham, Ann Bowen Graham, 1954
Northcliffe. Photo from Harry Graham.

Harry Graham, Ann Bowen Graham, c1996
Perth. Photo from Myrna Biffin.

Ken Graham, Betty Palmer Graham c1975
Perth. Photo from Betty Graham.

Ken Graham, Don Graham, c1941
Perth. Photo from Betty Graham.
George Gordon Graham sub branch


**Graham, Kenneth David** b 19.11.1929 Victoria Park d 2.6.2006 Maddington. Educated Victoria Park, Cannington. Worked in a market garden in Maddington, then did Christian Ministry work for 4 years at Northam and Maryborough Qld (6 years). Married **Palmer, Elizabeth (Betty)** in Attadale. Betty was born in Corrigin. She lived in Corrigin until 1930, then Walpole. Worked on her father’s dairy farm at Walpole, then moved to Perth. Children: Eric, Brian.


**Graham, Donald Charles Leonard** b Perth. Educated Maddington, Perth Boys High School. Worked in ANZ Bank in Perth (4 years), Wickepin (2 years), then in retailing, including Boans. In 2007 lived in Maddington.

**Graham, Myrna Beatrice Hannah** m **Biffin, Ronald**. Ron was a butcher and boiler maker, welder. He played football for Claremont in WAFL. Children: William R, Paul D, Amanda L, Gaye D, Susan M, Margot O. In 2007 lived in Maddington.

Generation 8
FAMILY OF JAMES COLIN and ENID (Nee Munday) GRAHAM
Graham, Gordon. Worked in Williams, then Busselton area.

Graham, Judith. Married.

Graham, Mary. Married, lived in Narrogin.

FAMILY OF ADELAIDE JESSIE GRAHAM and FRANK JOHN WINTERTON
Winterton, Carol b c1950 d 12.1.2006 Lesmurdie. Nurse Royal Perth Hospital, m Paggi, ... 3 children.


FAMILY OF EMILY MAUDE LORRAINE GRAHAM and AARON MURPHY
Murphy, David worked for Shire in Narrogin.

Family OF THELMA PEACE GRAHAM and HARRY HIGHAM
Higham, Howard, farmer Williams, m …, Ann. Children: Julian, Annabelle.


Higham, Debra m Scanlon, Peter, farmer Wagin. Children; Sarah, Andrew.

Higham, John m Sandilands, Heather. Children: Sam, Katelyn.

FAMILY OF AUDREY JEAN GRAHAM and WILLIAM MANN
Mann, Rosemary Jean changed to Woods, Rosemary Jean b WA, m Robinson, Ronald James. Children: Sania E, April N. Lived in SA.

Mann, Laurence John changed to Woods, Laurence John b Perth. Lived in SA.

FAMILY OF AUDREY JEAN GRAHAM and ARTHUR WOODS


FAMILY OF RITA DOROTHY GRAHAM and DOUGLAS GEORGE FALCONER

Falconer, Cathleen Rita m Vallve, Steve. Children: Cameron, Scott, Brian, Skye.


FAMILY OF ALAN LEWIS GORDON GRAHAM and AUDREY JOY HUGHES


Graham, David b Parkes NSW, m Dickson, Mikayla. Children: Claire, Jayne, Steven.
FAMILY OF HARRY WENDEL and ANN (nee Bowen) GRAHAM

Graham, Julie Ann b Pemberton, nurse, m Magafas, Michael, businessman (real estate) in Sydney.


Graham, Grant Harry b Pemberton, educated Maddington, information technology administrator in Sydney, m Carlucci, Giuseppina in Germany. Giuseppina born and educated in Germany and Italy. University trained in languages (German, English). Worked for German export company, then in fashion industry. Lived in Sydney 2007.


FAMILY OF KENNETH DAVID and BETTY (nee Palmer) GRAHAM
George Gordon Graham sub branch


Biffin, Amanda Lee b Perth, m Taylor, Mark. Mark a salesman of dental equipment. Children: James, Catrina. Married Williams, John. John has worked in electronics and as a mechanic.

Biffin, Gaye Darlene b Perth, educated Maddington, Thornlie, worked in accounts for Clough engineering and for lawyers, m Lunn, Gary, he works on oil rigs in NW

Giuseppina Carlucci Graham, 2000 Germany. Photo from Harry Graham.

Harry Graham, Lindsay Graham, c1975 Perth. Photo from Harry Graham.


Ann Higham, X, Julian Higham, Howard Higham, c1985 Perth. Photo from Thelma Hosford.

Biffin, Margot Olivia  b Perth, educated Maddington, TAFE Claremont (diploma in fine art). Works as carer in nursing home. Partner Lanzon, Peter, b Perth, educated Victoria Park, University of WA (Bsc in Physics). Senior position at Sir Charles Gardiner Hospital. His son Tim at home.

Generation 9
FAMILY OF HOWARD AND ANN HIGHAM
Higham, Julian, farmer near Williams. Partner ..., Tracey, to marry September 2007.

Higham, Annabelle  at University in Perth 2007.
George Gordon Graham sub branch

FAMILY OF BARBARA HIGHAM and JOHN HUMPHRIS
Humphris, Jeremy, farmer near Williams, m ..., Ronael. Children: Angela, Toby.

Humphris, Simon, farmer near Williams.

Humphris, Melanie, m Foxley, Ian, lived in SA 2007.

FAMILY OF DEBRA HIGHAM and PETER SCANLON
Scanlon, Sarah, nurse in Melbourne 2007.

Scanlon, Andrew, farmer near Wagin.

FAMILY OF JOHN and HEATHER (nee Sandilands) HIGHAM
Higham, Sam. Worked on Barrow Island and farm near Williams.

Higham, Katelyn. Training to be nurse in Perth 2007.


Andrew Scanlon, Debra Higham Scanlon, Sarah Scanlon, Peter Scanlon, c1980 Wagin. Photo from Thelma Hosford.

Toby Humphris, c2006. Photo from Thelma Hosford.
George Gordon Graham sub branch


FAMILY OF ROSEMARY JEAN WOODS and RONALD JAMES ROBINSON
Robinson, April Nerrine m Hurst, …. Child: Seth.


April Robinson c1990. Photo from Jeff Graham.

Daniel Woods c1992. Photo from Jeff Graham.

FAMILY OF GRAHAM and ELISABETH (nee Wiskin) WOODS
Woods, Philip Arthur. Lived in SA.

Woods, Paul. Lived in SA.
Woods, Daniel. Lived in SA.

FAMILY OF NOLA MARGUERITE WOODS and GAVIN MARK WAIT
Wait, Nadine Rachel d 25.4.1989 SA.

Wait, Samuel Roy d 25.4.1989 SA.

FAMILY OF KAREN LEE FALCONER and ALAN ROSSOW
Rossow, Tyrone in navy m ..., Lana, lived in Sydney area 2007. Children: Riley, Cara.

Rossow, Brenton. Teacher in Thailand.

FAMILY OF CATHLEEN RITA FALCONER and STEVE VALLVE


FAMILY OF CHRISTOPHER GORDON FALCONER
Walwork, Jessica.

Falconer, Joel.

Falconer, Amelia.

FAMILY OF DIANE JOY GRAHAM and PERRY GRANT VULFIUSS

Vulfiuss, Zade b Auckland, New Zealand. Died in Perth.

FAMILY OF LYNETTE GRAHAM and THOMAS NIEZYCHOWSKI
Niezychowski, Damien.

Niezychowski, Ashley. Cabinet maker in Perth.

FAMILY OF KENNETH and CHRISTINE (nee Golinczak) GRAHAM


FAMILY OF ROBERT GRAHAM
George Gordon Graham sub branch
FAMILY OF PHILLIP and TANIA (nee Kidd) GRAHAM

FAMILY OF DAVID and MIKAYLA (nee Dickson) GRAHAM
Graham, Claire.

Graham, Jayne.

Graham, Steven.

FAMILY OF GEOFFREY GORDON and CHARMAIN FAYE (nee Anderson) GRAHAM


Graham, Samuel Barry  b Geraldton, educated Kojonup, Katanning, lived in Muradup 2007.

FAMILY OF LEONIE RUTH GRAHAM and GREG MAGAFAS

Magafas, Kate in Perth 2007.

Magafas, Phoebe in Perth 2007.

FAMILY OF LORRAINE JOY GRAHAM and DAVID KAVANAH
Cavanah, Buddy Shamus.

Family OF ERIC GRAHAM


Craig Graham, Betty Palmer Graham, Elise Graham, c2004 Perth. Photo from Betty Graham.


FAMILY OF BRIAN and VANESSA (nee Carter) GRAHAM
FAMILY OF WILLIAM RONALD (BILL) and JENNIFER LOUIS (nee Newton) BIFFIN


FAMILY OF PAUL DOUGLAS and TRINIDAD (nee Herrera) BIFFIN


Biffin, Seychelles. Educated Maddington, Kelmscott.

FAMILY OF AMANDA LEE BIFFIN and MARK TAYLOR


Taylor, Catrina. Educated Beldon, Maddington. In 2007 at Murdoch University doing Psychology.

FAMILY OF GAYE DARLENE BIFFIN and GARY LUNN

Lunn, Amanda Michelle. At school in Lesmurdie.


FAMILY OF SUSAN MYRNA BIFFIN and MAURITIO ALPIZAAR


Alpizaar, Santiago b Perth.

FAMILY OF MARGOT OLIVIA BIFFIN and PETER LANSON

Lanson, Tim (son of Peter Lanson).

Generation 10

FAMILY OF JEREMY and RONAEL HUMPHRIS

Humphris, Angela in Williams area 2007.

Humphris, Toby in Williams area 2007.
George Gordon Graham sub branch
FAMILY OF APRIL NERRINE ROBINSON
Hurst, Seth.

FAMILY OF SANIA EILEEN ROBINSON
Robinson, Ethon James. Lived in SA.

FAMILY OF TYRONE and LANA ROSSOW


FAMILY OF CRAIG and ELISE GRAHAM
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